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From the 
Editor...

IN this issue of Digital Beading Magazine we 
have more than 50 fabulous beaded jewel-
lery projects for you to make!

On our cover is a beautiful Spring-inspired 
spiral herringbone stitched lariat design by 
Lucie Svobodova worked in apple green and 
hematite tones - Page 30.

In our Fab Four designer interview section, 
we talk to two brightly shining bead stars of 
the recent Battle of the Beadsmith 2013 - 
winner Ann Braginsky and runner-up Kris 
Empting-Obenland. 

If you’re looking for quick-to-make projects 
as we head toward Christmas, turn straight 
to Page 163 for the Wishware Beads project 
special - 25 cute projects you’ll be able to 
whip up in a flash! And all are available and 
super affordable as kits from 
www.wishwarebeads.com.au

Got a sweet tooth? Then you’ll 
love UK bead designer Katie 
Dean’s peppermint-themed 
bracelet on Page 70.

Italian jewellery designer Moni-
ca Catrullo joins the DBM design 
team for this issue, sharing her beautiful 
copper wire heart design (Page 130).   Let the beading begin!

Kelly Nealon, Editor

MAKE MY  
SCARF PIN

Page 77 

25 SPRING STYLES 
to make:
Page 163

HI  EVERYONE!  Welcome to Issue 6 of Digital Beading Magazine... 
Australia’s only dedicated-digital jewellery-making magazine and 
we’re now officially Australia’s BIGGEST beading magazine...
thanks to each and every one of you for making DBM a success!



Our next issue goes on 
sale mid-December! Until then, 

keep in touch via email at 
kelly@digitalbeading.com.au or via

our popular Facebook page 
http://facebook.com/digitalbeading 

and website http://digitalbeading.com.au - 
and we’d love you to send us photos of 
what you’ve been creating - we’ll publish

 them in our ‘Show it off’ reader 
creations section.

You told us that you loved our brass effects special in Is-
sue 5 - so we’ve got more beautiful brass projects in this 
issue - turn to Page 112 for painted brass ideas, Page 141 
for three beautiful brass earring designs, and Page 121 for 
our four-project Wedded Bliss project special - all from the 
talented Lisa Marie Jimenez of Trinity Brass Co.

For those of you who have caught the bead loom bug - let’s 
face it, loomwork is addictive! - Australian loomwork artist 
Caron Reid has created a stunning beaded choker design in 
gorgeous midnight blue tones - Page 61.

Designer Karolina Emingrova is back in this issue - this time 
with her contemporary chic cuff design with double-spiked 
clasp - it is a knockout! Turn to Page 53 to get your hands 
(and needle and thread) on this project!

We’re feeling lucky to have a wonderful and international-
ly-acclaimed kumihimo artist in this issue also - Pru McRae 
has created a beautiful bracelet design for DBM readers in 
three colourways - go to Page 106 to check it out.

Some of you will have heard the simply wonderful news that 
Australia is set to have a brand new calendar of bead shows 
in 2014 - we talk to The Bead Show organisers Joanne 
Ivy and Prue Barridge about their exciting plans.

And don’t forget - we have a fab copy of Laura McCabe’s 
“Embellished Beadwork” book up for grabs for one lucky 
reader - turn to Page 180 for all the details!

     Happy beading everyone!

WIN! WIN! WIN!
Enter our “Show it Off ” 

reader gallery photo 
competition (Page 180)
in every issue - we have 
fab beading books up 
for grabs! send your 

entries to 
info@digitalbeading.

com.au



The Traditional Czech Beads brand is a guarantee of the finest quality Czech 
product available only from Preciosa Ornela 

Preciosa Ornela
Czech Republic, EU
preciosa-ornela.com
facebook.com/PreciosaOrnela
beads@preciosa.com

DESIGN BY HELENA CHMELIKOVA

PRECIOSA Seed Beads in satin colors



Inside this Issue
On the Cover:

11 FAB FOUR - we talk to four inspiring 
jewellery designers in each issue!  
In this issue, we showcasing the work of 
2013 Battle of the Beadsmith winner Ann 
Braginsky, Kris Empting-Obenland, Lydia 
Muell and Emily Shah Noaman.
                                                  

2 EDITOR LETTER - welcome message 
from Digital Beading Magazine Editor, 
Kelly Nealon.

8 THE BEAD SHOW LAUNCH - there’s 
a new Australian bead show in town! 

Designer Lucie Svobodova’s “Spring 
Life Lariat” design is worked in 
beautiful fire-polished hematite 
beads with pressed glass leaves and 
seed beads in 
opaque sour 
apple seed and 
hematite tones! 
We loved 
the simplicity 
of this design 
and the Spring-
inspired colours!

Project:
Page 30

“Spring Life Lariat”
by Lucie Svobodova



30 SPRING LIFE LARIAT - our cover spiral herringbone 
lariat with leaf-laden tassel in apple green tones, by Lucie 
Slobodova.

36 SPIDER’S KISS NECKLACE  - A striking woven necklace 
design worked in pink and yellow-toned seed beads, by Cyn-
thia Newcomer Daniel.

44 SPRING FIESTA - a beautifully elaborate soutache braided 
design in gorgeous mustard and fuchsia colours, by Csilla 
Papp.

53 SPIKED CUFF - a fabulous beaded cuff design with dou-
ble-spiked clasp by Karolina Emingrova.

61 MIDNIGHT LOOMED CHOKER - a fabulous fringed choker 
design worked on the loom in gorgeous Delicas, by Australian 
loom maestro, Caron Reid.

70 SWEET DELIGHTS BRACELET - introducing UK designer 
Katie Dean - you’ll love her sweet bracelet design.

77 PINSTRIPED PETALS PIN - a gorgeous brick-stitched 
flower brooch pin design in Czech glass seed beads, by Kerrie 
Slade.

88 ALEXARGAI SET - a necklace, bracelet and earrings set 
worked in tile, Rulla and SuperDuos to great effect.

102 CIRCUITOUS PENDANT - a wonderfully adaptive pendant 
design from artist Kassie Shaw Inman.

106 MIDNIGHT RAINDROPS - a Kumihimo braided bracelet 
design in three fab colourways and featuring new Miyuki 
long drop beads, by Pru McRae.

117 STAR NECKLACE - a star design with crystal rivoli cen-
tre by Regina Okrain.

130 MY WIRED HEART - Italian designer Monica Catrullo 
creates a wired heart pendant using soft copper wire with 
blue stone accents.

137 PIGGY RONDO EARRINGS - a sweet earring design using 
Piggy beads, by Hana Hanule Cerna.

Project:
Page 53 

Project:
Page 130  

Spring Fiesta
By Csilla Papp Project:

Page 44 



146 ALFA EARRINGS - beaded bead earrings worked in 
right angle weave, by Sigifredo Contretras.

141 CHRYSANTHEMUM CHAINMAILLE - striking 
chain maille weave bracelet using enamelled copper 
rings in mint and petrol tones, by Angie Mack.

151 GZHEL CROCHET BANGLE - eye-catching blue and 
white beaded crochet design by Aleksandra Lysenko.

157 RING TRAY FRAME - need a beautiful tray to 
house your rings? Then this project is for you. By 
Anita Baills.

FEATURES

67 MELBOURNE BEAD EXPO - Australia’s biggest bead 
expo is just weeks away!

85 BEADING TOGETHER - Ever taken part in a bead-
ing retreat? These friendly creative events are gaining 
in popularity in Australia - with a shared love of bead-
ing and relaxation proving the perfect combination.

PROJECT SPECIALS

112 BEAUTIFUL BRASS DAYS - achieve some beautiful 
painted effects on raw brass with this 3-design proj-
ect.

121 WEDDED BLISS - four gorgeous wedding day de-
signs by Lisa Marie Jimenez of Trinity Brass Co.

141 BRASS BEAUTIES - three easy-to-make beautiful 
brass earring designs.

163 BRIGHT & BREEZY - 25 Spring-inspired designs 
from Wishware Beads.

180 SHOW IT OFF - our reader gallery of designs!

183 NEXT ISSUE - what’s in-store in our next issue!

184 CONTACT US - we love to hear from you! 

Project:
Page 106

Project:
Page 36

Project:
Page 77



The Bead Show
We talk to the beading brains

behind this fantastic new event!

Introducin
g...

Joanne Ivy and Prue Barridge - two well-known faces on the 
Australian beading scene - are just a few months away
from hosting their first bead show, in what’s set to be
a fantastic calendar of events for Australian beaders.

DBM: What are your hopes for the 
shows?
J&P: That they are a fantastic success and that they 
fulfill the need for bead specific shows that we have 
been told was wanted and needed by the industry. 
We will continue to develop the shows as we can see 
many avenues that can benefit the industry and bead-
ers of Australia. The beading industry in Australia is 
small compared to Europe and the US. So, if we can 
provide a great show where people can meet, be in-
spired and love beading even more, then the industry 
can grow and everyone benefits. 

DBM: What’s the response been like from bead 
businesses?
J&P: Amazing feedback so far! We had approached a varied selec-
tion of businesses prior to the show and they were onboard prior to 
us launching. On launch day we spread the word on Facebook and 
had emails and phone calls from businesses wanting to book in. 
So, yes we’ve had a fantastic response and we’d like to thank every-
one that has already booked and the many more that have asked 
for information and are considering booking. We are looking for 
a good mix of supplies from artisan beads to glass and gemstones 
and everything else in between that’s related to bead and jewellery 
making.



How did the idea come about for you two? 
And how did things progress from there?
Jo and I have been steering the Melbourne Bead Expo for 
10 years. We  enjoy working together and find that our 
skills complement each other - and that process of event 
planning and operating was something we enjoyed doing 
together. Over the years we have been asked many times by 
those in the industry, “When are you going to be running 
shows in other states” and had always said that we would 
do it at some stage. As Jo already runs a beading business, 
she was getting constant demands to go to various places to 
sell beads. Many of the other avenues for selling beads were 
not proving to be successful, so it was while Jo was away in 
Europe in May this year that she thought – just do it! We 
planned our launch and worked tirelessly to get there. That 
was an exciting day.

Are you hoping to have workshops down the 
track or will they be purely product shows?
Our first year we will not have workshops, but we will con-
sider it for future years. We have some fantastic Australian 
tutors, but they deserve to be paid for the amount of effort 
that goes in to planning and creating workshops, and sup-
port for workshops can be slow from time to time. We are 
ruling nothing out and will go in whatever direction the 
demand takes us.

What are you hoping the vibe of the shows 
will be like?
Friendly, relaxed, but also exciting. We would love to see our 
beading visitors coming adorned in their own creations to 
inspire others and just to show off really. There is a wealth 
of knowledge across the industry and a beading show is the 
perfect place for the public and industry experts to share 
knowledge, give help and advice to new beaders and for the 
experienced beaders to share their knowledge as well. We 
hope to create the atmosphere were all are comfortable with 
each other, expertise is acknowledged and beginners are 
encouraged - a show were everyone can benefit.   

What are you most looking forward to about 
your first show? 
Seeing the final set up and knowing it will look spectacular. 
Hearing what both the exhibitors and visitors have to say 
about it. Hoping the first show goes smoothly and that we 
have thought of and covered all bases. Having a crowd at the 
door waiting to get in each day and the buzz that happens as 
people walk into a show is great to hear. We are hoping that 
the exhibitor mix will offer something for everyone. Seeing 
people leave the show happy with bags full of beads that 
they just had to have and hoping that they will say “We can’t 
wait until the next show – when is it?”

THE BEAD SHOW - Sydney Autumn Show
Marrickville Town Hall, Friday April 4 - Sunday 

April 6, 2014.

THE BEAD SHOW - Melbourne
Box Hill Town Hall, Fri May 30 - Sunday June 1, 

2014

THE BEAD SHOW - Brisbane
Table Tennis Centre, Windsor, Friday Aug 22 - 

Sunday Aug 24.

THE BEAD SHOW - Sydney Spring Show
Marrickville Town Hall, Friday Sept 19 - Sunday 

Sept 21.

Each show runs over three days - Fridays/Satur-
days 10am to 5pm, Sundays 10am to 4pm.

Admission: One day $10, two days $18, third day 
free with two-day ticket purchase!

Ticket sales at the show from 9.30zm

Info for showgoers



There are so many things  
you can create with a bead

Be the first the hear all the 
news about The Bead Show by 
following us on Facebook and 
signing up for our Newsletter.

online
www.thebeadshow.com.au

email
info@thebeadshow.com.au 

facebook
www.facebook.com/thebeadshow 

The Bead Show Sydney Autumn 
Marrickville Town Hall

Friday April 4th to Sunday April 6th 2014

The Bead Show Melbourne
Box Hill Town Hall

Friday May 30th to Sunday June 1st 2014

The Bead Show Brisbane
Table Tennis Centre - Windsor

Friday August 22nd - Sunday August 24th 2014

The Bead Show Sydney Spring 
Marrickville Town Hall

Friday Sept. 19th to Sunday Sept. 21st 2014



The Fab Four
In every issue we talk to FOUR of our

favourite jewellery designers...

Ann Braginsky Kris Empting-
Obenland

Shah Noaman    Lydia Muell



Ann Braginsky

2013 Battle of the Beadsmith winner Ann 
Braginsky (inset) took our collective breath 
away with her entry “The Tenth Wave”.

DBM: Tell us about yourself…

Ann: I was born in Kharkov, Ukraine in 1976. Since 1997 I 
have lived in Israel. I have been fond of beadwork since 2006. 
In 2007 I began working in an arts and craft shop as a crafter 
and later as a teacher.

DBM: Firstly, tell us about Stormy Petrel – your entry in last 
year’s Bead Dreams competition that was so universally loved 
by beaders around the world?

Our New 
Queen



AB: I was inspired by the story of Gorky’s “Song of the Stormy 
Petrel”. 

“Up above the sea’s grey flatland, wind is gathering the clouds. 
In between the sea and clouds proudly soaring the petrel, rem-
iniscent of black lightning…
Glancing a wave with his wingtip, like an arrow dashing cloud-
ward, he cries out and the clouds hear his joy in the bird’s cry 
of courage...” - Song of the Stormy Petrel.

I like to do extraordinary things and this example of revolu-
tionary literature was the closest to me in the mood.
I participated in this competition for the first time and for me 
it was a great victory when the necklace (pictured) took second 
place in its category.

Ann’s “Stormy Petrel”



DBM: The Tenth Wave (right)
was a standout for so many fol-
lowers of BOTB from the very 
first time they saw it – where 
did the inspiration come from?

AB: The Tenth Wave is a contin-
uation of the storm theme. But 
this time I wanted to tell about 
the beauty and power of the sea, 
which I love so much. And I am 
very glad that viewers saw exact-
ly what I wanted to show.

DBM: You certainly stepped it 
up from last year – which was 
also a beautiful piece, but an 
entirely different piece...

AB: New Age Valkyrie (run-
ner-up in BOTB 2012) is the first 
part of my collection of jewellery 
in a military theme. For a long 
time I wanted to create a design 
that looked like armour, without 
making a copy of a medieval ar-
mour art design. I was interested 
in another theme – the merger 
of body and jewellery, compli-
ance with the proportions and 
anatomy and their interaction.

DBM: Another armour-themed piece is your Samurai neckpiece
(pictured, right) – it’s a striking design.

AB: This is a variation on the theme of samurai armour – it shows the line 
of tradition and pressure forms over the body, without interaction. 
I did not wait for a new contest to create Samurai – I made it just because 
I wanted to. At the beginning I imagine the character, idea and then draw 
some sketches. The most successful sketches will later be drawn in more 
detail – meticulously. Think I think over how to technically make it. I also 
think of colour and material coordination. Then I render the project in its 
real dimensions, considering all the smallest details. At the end, I analyse 
all my project details and conclude finally how I’m gonna make it real.
When I make jewellery, I do not like to count how many materials used or 
how much time it took to crate. For me, the main thing is to make – it was 
just an idea in my head and now it’s the real thing.
The history and art of Japan is one of my favourite themes in my work. So, 
when I bought a pendant of clinochlore, with a pattern of feathers, I real-
ized that it is right for such a necklace – a strong and simple piece, with-
out unnecessary details.



DBM: Tell us about Kamikaze (right) - what was 
the idea behind it?

AB: Kamikaze “divine wind” is the name of a ty-
phoon that twice – in 1274 and 1281 – destroyed 
the Mongal armada of ships of Kublai Khan on the 
approaches to the shores of Japan.

DBM: Your “Amazon” piece (below right) is very 
unique and beautiful – how did it come about?

AB: Amazon – an order to design a dagger made 
of Damascus steel, which I got from my friend, a 
collector of weapons. We wanted to decorate it and 
make it look like a pendant. My husband made the 
metal base to its scabbard. I decorated it with stones, 
crystals and beads.

DBM: Do you have favourite colours and tech-
niques?

AB: I have no preference in colours or techniques. 
It’s only paint and bricks – all you need to create a 
dream.

DBM: Who do you admire in the beading world?

AB: I admire people who don’t follow beaten paths – 
they build their own world and tell their own stories. 
There are a lot of young artists who live that way.

DBM: Do you have a favourite creation and if so, 
why?

AB: If you see something in my (Facebook) albums 
– I love it. Every one of them.

DBM: Anything creative you haven’t tried but 
would like to?

AB: Wirework.

DBM: What does the future hold for you creative-
ly?

AB: It’s a secret. Stay tuned!

  Click to visit Ann’s website      
  www.annbraginsky.com



Digital Beading Magazine: Tell us about 
your experience of BOTB this year – how 
are you feeling now that it’s all over?

Kris: First, it was really hard work and a 
great experience for me that I would be 
able to finish such a big piece in only two 
months. Next, I was totally overwhelmed by 
all the gorgeous feedback I got and the sup-
port pushing me from round to round. Also, 
I’m excited about the great beading family 
we are – meeting so many of my co-battlers 
at BeadersBest in Hamburg was so very 
heartwarming! On the other hand, I would 
never have expected that the battle would 
last that long for me. So, now I’m really glad 
that it’s over because it kind of blocked me 
from working on new projects. I’m absolute-
ly happy with my result – would never have 
dreamed to get there!

Kris Empting
-Obenland



 DBM: Your entry piece was incred-
ible – tell us about how you created 
it, was it a mathematical night-
mare?

KE-O: Thank you! I got my first 
inspiration from a photo book called 
“The Colors of the Sea” with beau-
tiful close-ups of fish and coral. I 
fell in love with the lamella struc-
ture of mushroom corals (fungia). 
So, I wanted to do something with 
lamellae! My first approach was very 
close to fungia and mushroom struc-
tures in general. As for the colours, 
I simply stuck to my comfort zone. 
I made a felt bib on my dress form 
and covered it with bead lines in 
orange, which are the basis for the 
lamellae. As a second layer, I contin-
ued in orange, letting the lines grow 
five rows in peyote. For time reasons, 
I was in panic the entire two months 
that I wouldn’t get it completed! I 
changed plans several times. I had 
to reduce the amount of work by 
continuing only every second lamel-
la – which, in the end, turned out to 
be the best thing to happen because 
otherwise the necklace would have 
got a much too heavy look. When 
I was completely finished I under-
went the worst moment ever – it 
looked absolutely boring! It looked 
like a huge amount of work but I 
had no kick at all. I have to mention 
my darling hubby here – his sup-
port and clear-minded advice was 
just priceless! He encouraged me to 
follow my idea to prolong some of 
the red lamellae in order to break the 
massive look of the piece open. So, 
that’s the only thing I had to rework 
– to rip off a couple of reds and redo 
them with a funny point. The biggest 
surprise for me, however, was the 
photo shoot when I saw my piece 
with a bit of distance for the first 
time – suddenly I discovered that 
it didn’t look mushroom-like at all. 
Instead it was glowing like a volcano! 
That’s why I had to adapt the name 
and call it Magma.



DBM: Will you enter again next year? Have you 
got a design in mind already?

KE-O: I do have a vague idea, yes. But, I don’t know 
if it will be battle-compliant  because of the time 
limit again. And I haven’t decided yet if I will partic-
ipate at all or skip one and come back in 2015. There 
are still some days left to think about it…

DBM: How would you describe your unique bead-
ing style?

KE-O: Oh, you just said it – unique! Well, I hope. 
Actually, I can’t say exactly what “my style” is. My 
pieces are all different because I’m getting bored 
easily by doing the same thing twice. I like it sheer 
and plain. I don’t like lots of bling-bling. I love cool 
design and always try to get there.

DBM: Tell us about how you got started in bead-
ing?

KE-O: I started hoarding beads as a school girl! In 
the 70’s we loved to make colourful fancy necklaces 
by just stringing beads. In the 80’s I made peyote 
bangles and even led workshops.

DBM: How has your work progressed since your 
early efforts?

KE-O: Looking back, I wonder why I never man-
aged to think further than those peyote bangles, up 
to the moment when internet offered an easy look 
over the big pond where I discovered what Amer-
ican beaders were doing – jaw dropper! I started 
trying that out right away. No tutorials. No classes. 
Just all autodidactic. In 2010 I finally opened my 
Etsy shop, but still quite half-heartedly and not real-
ly focused on beadweaving. When I joined the Etsy 
Beadweavers in 2011, my first challenge entry “To-
tally Twisted” was my breakthrough, I would say.

DBM: What are your favourite components/beads 
and colours to create with?

KE-O: I love seed beads – they are so wonderfully 
neutral! You can form everything with them! And 
I love Indian glass beads for highlighting purpos-
es. But seed beads – especially those with a frozen 
finish – are my passion. So, if you want to make me 
happy, send me seed beads! 
My favourite colours are all reds and purple, black, 
grey and gold. Blues and greens are not mine at all! 
It’s funny, I really feel it’s work to bead in blue – 
while it’s fun to bead in red.



DBM: How do your designs come about?

KE-O: There are two ways mainly. When I intend to 
enter a challenge with a theme, I try to find an un-
expected interpretation and translate it into beads. 
Generally, I get inspired by colour combinations I 
find anywhere or, indeed, by “nature”.  And geome-
try is a huge inspiration pool too. It’s very important 
to me – asymmetry is a must!

DBM: What’s the most challenging part of the 
design process for you?

KE-O: To get my dream optic translated into some-
thing wearable and comfortable. I rarely “design” in 
the sense of sketching or drawing. Normally I start 
somewhere, preferably with the boring rope of a 
necklace, for example, which will give me a feeling 
for the proportions with ongoing progress and the 
rest is playing with beads.

DBM: And what do you enjoy most about the de-
sign process?

KE-O: I love to be surprised by the piece. They say 
beads will tell you how to do it, and that’s true! I 
have experienced many times that a piece told me it 
wanted to look other than what I had in mind, and 
I really loved the result! Amazing! And I love the 
infinite possibilities, of course.

DBM: Do you have creative goals for the future?

KE-O: Magma has encouraged me to be even more 
courageous and adventurous. I love it bold. I’ll try to 
go for it.

DBM: Tell us about your workspace – how is it or-
ganised and do you have a separate studio or space 
within your home?

KE-O: I’m a lucky girl, yes, I have my own studio! 
My organising, however, isn’t finished yet nor is it 
too comfy, because my daughter hasn’t moved out 
long ago. So, there’s still some work to do till it’s a 
perfect place to bead. But, fortunately, it has a lot of 
potential!

DBM: How does beading fit into your life?

KE-O: I’m lucky again – I can bead whenever I like 
as long as laundry and cleaning and garden and 
house renovation and grandchild sitting and taking 
care of my aged parents and meeting with my four 
grown kids and two or three other points are done. 
Well, priorities might shift every now and then ;)



DBM: Do you have other artistic pursuits?

KE-O: I am a passionate knitted! Knitting is just like 
beading, actually, only you’ve got stitches instead of 
beads. And my attitude to designing is the same as well – 
it has to be asymmetrical and I made two different sleeves 
for my sweaters because otherwise I’m getting bored. 
I had been painting quite a lot several years ago – but the 
painting muse quit her job and send the beading muse 
instead.

DBM: What advice would you give beginner beaders 
looking to create their own style and designs?

KE-O: Do it! Don’t tell me you can’t or you are not good 
enough! You’ll never know how brilliant you are unless 
you just do it!
What I have learned from renovating our little house is – 
we didn’t have the money to tell the experts to do the job. 
We had to make it all by ourselves – which has the advan-
tage that the result might not be “perfect” but it’s so much 
more personal – and I love it! So, we had to learn to plas-
ter walls and lay tiles and the great experience from it is 
as I said – you don’t know what you are able to do unless 
you just do it! Happy beading everybody!

Visit Kris
online at

www.etsy.com/shop/
KrisDesignFSP?ref=-

si_shop



Lydia Muell

North Carolina-based  lampwork artist 
Lydia Muell tells of her beautiful glass career....



Digital Beading: Where does your passion for 
torch work come from?

Lydia: My passion for torching actually came at 
quite a surprise for me. From early childhood I had 
fears of so many things, as we all do. Among those 
things, being burned was what I feared most. This 
is due to an early childhood accident that happened 
when I was eight. I accidentally collided with my 
dear now departed grandmother as she was trans-
ferring a boiling pot of Easter eggs from stove to 
sink. My upper torso was covered in second degree 
burns. Needless to say my recovery time was exten-
sive and painful, but I doubt it lasted as long as the 
pain in my grandmother’s angelic heart.
As I grew older, I feared fire and boiling water above 
all things, until I saw the first molten glass bead 
being made in a raging hot flame. There was some-
thing about it that looked so healing to me. When I 
sat down and gave it try for myself, it felt incredibly 
natural. Almost familiar, really. My obsession with 
glass bead making took off faster than I could have 
imagined. To me, I had found that one thing my 
artistic soul had been unconsciously looking for my 
entire life. Creating such beauty in hot glass seemed 
brave to me on some level. Knowing each piece 
would outlast any canvas I’d ever stretch, gave my 
damaged artistic ego hope of crystallized immortal-
ity.
 
DBM: How long have you worked as a lampwork 
artist?

LM: I began making beads in 2005 as a hobby and 
in 2006 began bead making as a professional arti-
san.

 
DBM: What did you do previously? And what 
were your previous artistic pursuits?

LM: Prior to my life as a lampwork artist, I worked 
in sales administration, traffic management and 
importing/exporting.
I was born an artist with a passion for visual and 
musical arts. As I developed into adulthood, I be-
came more practical as I started a family very early. 
At 28 I began painting oil on canvas and developed 
a strong appetite for many different artistic medi-
ums and expressions. I think I’ve nearly done at 
all - faux finishing, mural painting, candle making, 
mosaics, sewing, furniture upcycling, floral arrange-
ments. I gave every bit of it up when I made my first 
bead and my work and personal life has been dedi-
cated, married to it, ever since.
 



DBM: How would you describe your creative 
style?

LM: My style is based on the classical period and 
classical revival periods, with a strong emphasis on 
renaissance. It means “rebirth” of course, but I like 
to forget the ugliness that fairy tales of the period 
allow us to ignore.
 
DBM: How do your designs evolve – do you 
sketch or dream of designs? 

LM: I don’t sketch, draw or think much before I sit 
down to torch.  The most prep I do is in choosing 
color pallets. The style is such a strong part of my 
spirit, as cliché as this sounds, it just sort of flies 
out of my fingertips.
 
DBM: What inspires you to create?

LM: Knowing my work is loved and coveted is 
what inspires me. Knowing that I inspire others 
inspires me also.
 
DBM: Do you have favourite colours to work 
with?

LM: Yes, I love dark dramatic color pallets, rich 
contrast and interesting textures.
 
DBM: What are you preferred glasses to work 
with?

LM: I work mainly in soda-lime glass (soft glass). 
Double Helix Glassworks is my favorite to work 
with for its precious metal rich glass selections.



DBM: Do you have many 
glass disasters?

LM: Yes, I water bath (the 
act of dunking hot glass in 
a jar of water), about half of 
the beads I make before they 
every reach the kiln.
 
DBM: What piece are you 
most proud of?

LM: My favourite beads have 
been from my “Ancient Ru-
ins” and “Roman Bath House” 
series.
 
DBM: Do you also create the 
wirework bases/bracelets etc 
for your glass pieces? Or do 
you collaborate with other 
jewellery artists?

LM: I do create all of my own 
jewelry and as of this writing 
I have done no collaborations.
 
DBM: Tell us about your 
customers – what feedback 
do they give you about your 
work, what do they love?

LM: The most common and 
humbling comment I get is 
that my work is reminiscent 
of Faberge Eggs.
 
DBM: How does lampwork 
fit into your life? Tell us a 
little about your lifestyle...

LM: With a slumping market, 
life has changed a lot for me 
over the past few years as a 
result of falling bead prices. I 
work at the torch around 40 
hours per week, listing of new 
work, photography, network-
ing and shipping adds anoth-
er 20 hours. At this point, it 
is as though lampwork IS my 
lifestyle. It leaves little time 
for family or fun.



DBM: And what is your workspace like – do you have a dedi-
cated studio or area and how have you organised it to suit your 
creative processes?

LM: I live in cottage by the lake and my downstairs apartment is 
my studio space. Organisation is still coming along as I’ve only 
been here for a few months.
 
DBM: Is the lamp working creative community a supportive 
one? 

LM: Yes, very much so. You couldn’t find another tight network 
of souls who are willing to go the extra mile for one another.
 
DBM: Do you have other lampwork artists whose work you 
admire?

LM: Yes. Kim Neely is my friend and biggest lampwork hero. I 
also admire Gina Destevens, Patti Walton, Kim Miles, and so 
many others who helped to pave the path for the modern day 
American glass bead revolution.
 
DBM: What advice would give a beader wanting to try their 
hand at lampwork?

LM: Patience and practice are the two key components to gaining 
skill in glass. 

Click to visit Lydia’s beautiful Facebook page at www.facebook.com/Glassbeadsbylydiamuell



Shah Noaman

Shah Emily 
Noaman of 

3SHAHS Jewellery 
is getting noticed, 

with celebrities 
wearing her sim-

ple but fashionable 
beaded jewellery...



Digital Beading: How did your 
jewellery design business get 
started?

Shah: The infamous dining 
room table is how my business 
officially started. For as long as 
I can remember, I have had a 
deep-rooted connection with 
colours and their combinations. 
I began beading in my early 
teens as a hobby. People saw 
me wearing the jewellery and 
placed orders. My mother and 
sister helped me fill these orders 
when I was busy. One night 
when the three of us were sit-
ting around my parents dining 
room table, beading, I said, “we 
should have a name for our de-
signs” and so we came up with 
the 3SHAHS as it’s the abbrevi-
ation of all three of our names.

DBM: How would you de-
scribe your creative style?

SEN: A little bohemian and a 
little chic. I love to create piec-
es that can be worn casually 
during the day or jazzed up at 
night. An example of this is my 
cocktail bling ring collection 
- these rings are crated with a 
variety of stones, colours and 
textures.

DBM: What are your favour-
ite beads and components to 
create with?

SEN: I love working with co-
lours and textures, materials 
like semi-precious stones, dyed 
rubber to blown glass. Two of 
my favourite stones are lapis 
and pyrite - I love the colours of 
both, so rich and rustic.



DBM: Tell us about your work with celebrities?

SEN: I have had the privilege of designing for many actors, athletes 
and musicians, from Fergi (Black Eyed Peas) to boy band 98 De-
grees (above). It is a rewarding experience to bring someone’s vision 
to life or to have full creative control and design what I think they 
would love based on their personality, style and passion.

DBM: How does it feel to see your designs being worn by celebs?

SEN: Whenever I see anybody wearing my designs it lights me up 
inside. When a celebrity is wearing my jewellery it is just as reward-
ing, plus they have a vast fan base and this enables my 3SHAHS line 
to be seen by a huge network which creates more brand awareness, 
inquiries and sales.

DBM: What lies ahead for 3SHAHS?

SEN: My team and I are currently working on our Fall fashion 
fundraiser called PURA VIDA, showcasing my Spring/Summer 
2014 Collection, inspired by the Costa Rican culture. A major part 
of 3SHAH’s vision revolves around hosting various events that give 
back to the local community. For this fundraiser, we have partnered 
with a not-for-profit organisation called Free Them. Their man-
date is to raise awareness and funds to abolish human trafficking in 
Canada and abroad. This event will be held Thursday, November 
21st from 6.30-10.30pm at Everleigh, 580 King Street.W in Toronto.

For more details, click to visit 3SHAHS.com 
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Spring 
Life

Lariat
By Lucie Svobodova



Materials
16 grams Size 11/0 metallic hematite seed beads – 

colour A 
16 grams Size 11/0 opaque sour apple seed beads – colour B

33 6mm fire-polished hematite beads
3 8mm fire-polished faceted green beads

3 green pressed glass leaf beads
Fireline thread

Tools
Beading needles

Cutters

Techniques used: herringbone spiral, even-count peyote. 

Abbreviations:
PU = pick up

PNT = put needle through

Step 1

Thread your needle with a comfortable 
working length of Fireline and, leaving a 
20cm thread tail, thread on two colour A 
and two colour B beads and, with the bead 
pairs stacked next to each other, take your 
needle back through the first pair and out 
through the second pair. 
PU two more colour A beads and PNT 
the previous two colour B beads and then 
through the two new colour A beads, before 
then threading on two more colour B beads 
– work in this manner (Photo 1) until you 



1 1a 2

have six bead pairs (three of each – alternating - colour) 
and PNT through the first pair threaded to connect your 
pairs into a ring (Photo 1a).

Step 2

With your needle exiting from the top of one A bead 
from your ring base, as shown in Photo 1a, PU one A 
and one B bead and take needle down through the next 
pair of beads and then up through one top bead in the 
next pairing (Photo 2). Continue working in this man-
ner – keeping your colours correct – until you have 
created a 60cm beaded length.

Step 3 – coral fringe

To begin creating the “coral” fringe at one end of your 
beaded length, bring your needle out through one end 
colour A (hematite) bead and PU 34 colour A bead, 
one green pressed glass leaf, four more colour A beads. 
Thread your needle back up through the 30th colour A 
bead you threaded prior to the leaf, taking it back up 
through five seed beads before exiting it at this bead 
(Photo 3) to create a “twig” – *PU five colour A beads, 
one fire-polished hematite bead, one colour B seed bead 
and then take your needle back through the fire-pol-
ished hematite bead and three threaded colour A seed 
beads before exiting this bead to create another twig, PU 
three colour A seed beads, one colour B seed bead, take 
needle back up through the three colour A seed beads 
you just threaded and back into the spine of your first 
coral fringe from the start of this Step (Photo 3a). 
Repeat from * to create four more (total of five) of these 
twig sets (each with one fire-polished hematite bead 
and one colour B seed bead) evenly along your 34-bead 
starting coral fringe.



Work your needle back to the end of your herringbone 
tube and exit a colour B seed bead. PU 30 colour B beads 
and one colour A bead. Take needle back through three 
of the colour B beads, exiting your needle at this point. 
Thread on three colour B beads, one fire-polished he-
matite bead, one colour B bead and then take your nee-
dle back through the fire-polished hematite bead and 
the three colour B seed beads and into the spine of your 
fringe, up through two more beads and then exit to 
create another “twig” of five colour B beads, one 8mm 
fire-polished green bead, one colour A bead, then back 
through the fire-polished bead and the five threaded 
colour B beads and into the spine and up through five 
beads. Exit your needle and thread on five colour B beads, 
one fire-polished hematite bead, one colour B bead, take 
your needle back through three colour B beads, PU three 
colour B beads and one colour A bead, skip the colour A 
bead and take your needle up through the colour B beads 
to the spine again. Continue in this manner to create a to-
tal six branches, each with a fire-polished hematite/colour 
B twig and a colour A end bead (Photo 3b).
Repeat for each of the remaining four herringbone end 
beads of your beaded tube end.
Secure your thread in your beadwork and then trim.

Step 4

Rethread your needle and, leaving a thread tail, PU 12 
colour A seed beads. Working back along these beads in 
peyote stitch, PU one colour A bead, skip the next bead 
(12th bead of your threaded beads) and take your needle 
through the next bead (11th bead). Continue working in 
this manner (Photo 4) to create a 6cm peyote stitched 
length.
Working at the non-fringed end of your herringbone 
tube, bring the end of the tube around in a loop and then 
carefully stitch the end onto the body of the tube (Photo 
4a), allowing enough room for your fringed end to com-
fortably but securely pass through the beaded loop. 
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Wrap your peyote stitched length around 
this junction (Photo 4b) and zip up the 
ends of your peyote stitched piece, before 
carefully stitching the peyote piece onto 
your tubular beadwork, to secure it at this 
point (Photo 4c). Secure your thread in 
your beadwork and then neatly trim your 
thread.
To wear, simply wrap around your neck 
and slip the fringed end through the 
beaded loop.

Click to visit Lucie’s 
online store at 

www.fler.cz/corral

4b
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Spider’s 
Kiss

Necklace
By Cynthia
Newcomer 

Daniel



Weave a web of beads 
to wear around your 
neck. SuperDuos and 
seed beads combine to 
make a necklace that 
can be made in bright 
colors for summer fun, 
or in a darker palette 
for a sophisticated 
night out.

This pattern is suitable 
for intermediate bead-
ers and intrepid begin-
ners; experience with 
working Right Angle 
Weave (RAW) is help-
ful, but not required.

As shown, the necklace 
is 46cm long; it can be 
made longer or shorter 
to suite your style. 

Materials
Approx. 8 grams Size 11/0 pink seed 
beads - colour A Approx. 8 grams Size 

11/0 yellow seed beads - colour B
Approx. 10 grams Size 15/0 violet seed beads A - 

Violet seed bead
Approx. 12 grams violet/green SuperDuo beads

1 jump ring
1 lobster clasp

Tools
Size 12 or 13 beading needles

Nymo or Fireline beading thread

Note: If using Fireline, keep your 
tension relaxed.

Row 1 - Step 1
Thread your needle with a comfortable length of thread and, leav-
ing a 20cm thread tail, PU one Size11/0 A bead, three Size 15/0 A 
beads, one 11/0 A bead, three 15/0 beads. PNT the first Size 11/0 A 
bead, the next three Size 15/0 A beads and the next Size 11/0 A bead 
strung in this step to make the first RAW unit (Diagram 1).

Row 1 - Step 2
PU one Size 11/0 B bead, one SuperDuo, one Size 11/0 B bead, one 
Size 11/0 A bead, one Size 11/0 B bead and PNT the second hole of 
the same SuperDuo bead. PU one Size 11/0 B bead and PNT the Size 
11/0 A bead you started from, and the next Size 11/0 B bead, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A bead (Diagram 2).

Row 1 - Step 3
PU three Size 15/0 A beads, one Size 11/0 A bead, three Size 15/0 A 
beads and PNT the Size 11/0  A you started from, the next three Size 
15/0 A beads and the next Size 11/0 A bead  (Diagram 3).
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Abbreviations: 
PU = pick up      PNT = put needle through



Row 1, Step 4:
Repeat Steps 2-3 until 
your necklace is the de-
sired length. (Make sure 
you end with Step 3.) My 
necklace has 45 Super-
Duo units, and 46 units 
with 15° beads. Yours 
may be longer or shorter.

Row 1 - Step 4
Repeat Steps 2-3 until your necklace is the 
desired length (Make sure you end with 
Step 3.) Cynthia’s project sample necklace as 
shown has 45 SuperDuo units, and 46 units 
with Size 15° beads. Yours may be longer or 
shorter.

Row 2 - Step 4
Repeat Steps 2-3 around the necklace until 
you have added a second row all the way 
around. Secure and trim your thread.

Row 2 - Step 1
PNT the next three Size 15/0 A beads, and the 11/0 
A bead, as shown (Diagram 1). PU four Size 15/0 
A beads and one Size 11/0 A bead. PNT the same 
three Size 15/0 A and Size 11/0 A beads.

Row 2 - Step 2
PU one Size 11/0 B, one SuperDuo, one Size 11/0 B, 
and one Size 11/0 A.  PNT the Size 11/0 B, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B from Row 1. PNT the Size 11/0 A 
added in the previous Step. PNT the three Size 15/0 
A from Row 1 (Diagram 2).

Row 2 - Step 3
PU one Size 11/0 A and four Size 15/0 A. PNT the 
Size 11/0 A added in the previous Step. PNT the 
three Size 15/0 A from Row 1 and the Size 11/0 A 
added in this Step. (Diagram 3)
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Mark the centre of the necklace - C. Count out seven 
SuperDuo units on each side of the centre, and mark 
them at A and B. You will be working over the fifteen 

center units for the centerpiece.

Row 3 - Step 1
Start a new thread in the SuperDuo motif on side A. 
Your thread will go through the Size 11/0 B, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B, heading towards the center of the 
necklace.

PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B,  PNT the sec-
ond hole of the SuperDuo added in Row 2, PU one 
Size 11/0 B, and one Size 11/0 A. PNT the Size 11/0 
B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B from Row 2. PNT the first 
Size 11/0 A added in this Step (Diagram 1 - left, top).

Row 3 - Step 2
PU five Size 15/0 A and one Size11/0 A. PNT the 
four Size 15/0 A from Row 2, the Size 11/0 A added 
in the previous step, the five Size 15/0 A, one Size 
11/0 A added in this step, and the Size 11/0 B, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B added in Row 2 (Diagram 2 - left, 
middle)

Row 3 - Step 3
PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, PNT the second 
hole of the SuperDuo added in Row 2, PU one Size 
11/0 B, PNT the SIze 11/0 A added in the previous 
step, the Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B added in 
Row 2, and the Size 11/0 A added in this Step (Dia-
gram 3 - left, bottom).

Row 3 - Step 4
Repeat Steps 2-3 from A to B across the center 15 
SuperDuo units.



Row 4 - Step 1
PNT the Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B from Row 3. PNT one Size 11/0 
A, one Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, one Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A, and PNT the 
same Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B. PNT the Size 11/0 A, four Size 
15/0 A, Size 11/0 A, Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B (Diagram 1).

Row 4 - Step 2
PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, one Size 11/0 B, and one 
Size 11/0 A. PNT the Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A (Dia-
gram 2)

Row 4 - Step 3
PU six Size 15/0 A, and one Size 11/0 A. PNT the five Size 15/0 A, one Size 
11/0 A, six Size 15/0 A, one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, one 
Size 11/0 B (Diagram 3).

Row 4 - Step 4
PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, one Size 11/0 B. PNT the 
Size 11/0 A, Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A (Diagram 4).

Row 4 - Step 5
Repeat Steps 3-4 until the second-to-last SuperDuo unit. Work Step 2 in 
that unit but, instead of taking your needle down through the Size 11/0 B, 
go up through the Size 11/0 B on the previous row, across the four 
Size 15/0 A, down through the next Size 11/0 A and across the 
Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B. Add the beads as in Step 2. 
PNT the beadwork as shown: through the Size 11/0 B, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B, up through the next Size 11/0 A, across the 
Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B, down through the Size 
11/0 A, through the five Size 15/0 A, down through the 
Size 11/0 A, across the Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 
11/0 B ready to begin the next row (Diagram 5).
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Row 5 - Step 1
PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, and PNT the 
second hole in the SuperDuo. String one 11/0 B, 
one Size 11/0 A, and PNT the Size 11/0 B, Super-
Duo, Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A (Diagram 1).

Row 5 - Step 2
PU seven Size 15/0 A, one Size 11/0 A and PNT 
the six Size 15/0 A from the previous row. PNT 
the Size 11/0 A, seven 15/0 A, Size 11/0 A, Size 
11/0 B, SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B, as shown (Dia-
gram 2). 

Row 5 - Step 3
PU one Size 11/0 A, one Size 11/0 B, and PNT the 
second hole in the SuperDuo. PU one Size 11/0 B 
and PNT the Size 11/0 A, Size 11/0 B, SuperDuo, 
Size 11/0 B, Size 11/0 A (Diagram 3).

Row 5 - Step 4
Repeat Steps 2 - 3 across. When you get to the 
last unit, turn around by PNT the Size 11/0 B, 
SuperDuo, Size 11/0 B. You will have gone across 
13 SuperDuo units in this row, decreasing by one 
unit on each side of the beadwork (Diagram 4).
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Row 6:  Work as in Row 4, using eight Size 15/0  beads, over 13 SuperDuo units.

Row 7:  Work as in Row 5, using  nine Size 15/0 beads, over 11 SuperDuo units.

Row 8:  Work as in Row 4, using 10 Size 15/0 beads, over 11 SuperDuo units.

Row 9:  Work as in Row 5, using 11 Size 15/0 beads, over nine SuperDuo units.

Row 10:  Work as in Row 4, using 12 Size 15/0 beads, over nine SuperDuo units.

Row 11:  Work as in Row 5, using 13 Size 15/0 beads, over seven SuperDuo units.

Row 12:  Work as in Row 4, using 14 Size 15/0  beads, over seven SuperDuo units.

Row 13:  Work as in Row 5, using 15 Size 15/0 beads, over five SuperDuo units.

Row 14:  Work as in Row 4, using 16 Size 15/0 beads, over five SuperDuo units.

Row 15:  Work as in Row 5, using 17 Size 15/0 beads, over three SuperDuo units.

Row 16:  Work as in Row 4, using 0 Size 15/0 beads, over three SuperDuo units.

Row 17:  Work as in Row 5, using  0 Size 15/0 beads, over one SuperDuo unit.

Row 18:  Work as in Row 4, using 0 Size 15/0  beads, over one SuperDuo unit.

Work the remainder of the 
necklace in the same manner 
- adding one more Size 15/0 A 
bead with each row, and de-
creasing two SuperDuo units 
on every odd-numbered row.  
On the even-numbered rows, 
you will follow the thread path 
laid out in Row 4 and, on the 
odd-numbered rows, you will 
follow the thread path laid out 
in Row 5. Use the chart and 
diagram shown:



Attach the clasp 
PU one Size 15/0A and PNT the next Size 11/0 A. PU three 
Size 15/0 A and PNT the clasp or the jump ring. PU three 
Size 15/0 A and PNT the Size 11/0 A, Size 15/0 A, Size 11/0 
A (Diagram A). Repeat the thread path and then secure and 
trim the thread. Repeat for the opposite end of your neck-
lace (Diagram B).

A B

To see more of Cynthia’s 
beadwork and to purchase instant 

downloads of her tutorials, 
click to shop at 

http://JewelryTales.com



Spring Fiesta
By Csilla Papp



Materials
Soutache braid:
4.75m mustard - colour A
3.5m fuchsia - colour B
2.9m grey - colour C
3 17x8mm canary Czech pressed petal beads
8 Size 11/0 Toho metallic dark plum triangle 
beads 
32 3mm Czech fire-polished beads - colour A (4 
beads), Colour B (28 beads)
8 4mm Czech fire-polished beads
1 6mm Czech fire-polished lantern bead
1 6mm pyramid bead
22 6mm Czech glass druk beads
Approx 1 gram Size 11/0 Miyuki Delica beads
2 Size 15/0 seed beads
2 3mm Swarovski crystals - one colour A (fuch-
sia) and one colour B (mint alabaster)
2 6mm cone basket bead caps
4 4mm flower bead caps
1 8x11mm butterfly bead
2 15mm closed rings
Lacy’s Stiff Stuff (LSS)
Suede/leather backing fabric
Beading thread
Invisible thread

Tools
Scissors
E6000 glue
Embroidery needle

Designer Csilla Papp



Step 1
Glue the petal bead on to your piece of LSS. Once dry, cut neatly 
around the petal bead. Cut two 20cm lengths of B (fuchsia) braid and 
four A (mustard) braid lengths. With the halfway point of one B braid 
positioned against your petal bead, thread your needle with a com-
fortable length of thread and take it through the LSS at the back of the 
petal bead, out through the braid and then back through the braid and 
LSS (Photo 1). Stitch the braid to this long half of the petal bead shape 
and then repeat at the opposite edge of the petal bead, using the se-
cond B braid length.

TIP: Fit your braids to the bead before stitching into 
the braid - this will help give you a professional finish.

Step 2
When the first two (colour B) braids have been sewn on, fix them tog-
ether at the meeting points, and then layer two A braids onto each side 
in the same manner (Photo 2).

Step 3
After fixing them together at the ends, as before, take your needle out 
through one side/end and thread on one colour A 3mm fire-polished 
bead (Photo 3).

Step 4
Make a curve around the bead with your braids. Bring your needle up 
through the soutache braids and then sew back through the braids, 
after the bead. Secure the curve at the back of your work, taking the 
braids behind the base (Photo 4) and stitching onto your LSS. Trim off 
any excess braid. Repeat for the opposite end of these braid. 
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Step 5
Bring your needle out through the opopsite end point and thread on one 
colour B 3mm fire-polished bead (Photo 5). Sew through the upper braids 
then sew back through the braids, the bead and the base. 

Step 6
Add another two beads to the first bead added in Step 5. Repeat for the op-
posite end of your petal shape, curving your braids around the bead trios, 
as shown (Photo 6).

Step 7
Fix the braids together at the meeting point and exit the needle at the left 
side. Thread on one 4mm fire-polished bead (Photo 7). Curve the three 
braid layers around this bead, sewing up through the soutache braids and 
then back through the braids, after the bead and the base. Fix the curve 
behind your work, as before, leading the braids behind the base. Secure the 
braids and trim any excess. Repeat at the opposite side of your work.

Step 8
Cut one 15cm A, B and C braid length. Bring your needle out from the 
stem of the curve (with the 3mm fire-polished bead) and thread on two 
Size 11/0 Delica beads. Sew through the first A braid and then sew around 
the curve with the Delicas. Work your way around the curve, adding Deli-
cas as you go. Layer and sew the B and C braids around the first curve.

Step 9
Once you have added the Delicas, fix the to the base and then exit at the 
point shown (Photo 9) and thread on one triangle bead. Curve your bra-
ids around this bead and sew in place, fixing the braids at the back of your 
work too. Secure your braids and trim any excess.

Repeat Steps 8 and 9 for the opposite side of your work. 

Step 10
Flip your wokr over and sew on the closed ring at the centre of the back 
side, between the two Delica curves (Photo 10).
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Step 11
Cut two 13cm A and one 13cm C braid length. Sew one A 
braid around the exposed base of the ring, using invisible th-
read and small stitches (Photo 11). Then layer one C braid and 
another A braid in the same manner. Note: your ring parts 
and curves must be facing the opposite way so that they will 
fit together when you construct your necklace (Photo 11a).

Step 12
Fix the ring’s braids to the base at one point and then exit your 
needle from the base and thread on one triangle bead (Photo 
12). Make a curve around it and sew up through the soutache 
braids and then back through the soutache braids, after the 
bead and the base. Fix the curve behind your work. Lead the 
braids behind the base, secure them, and then trim off the ex-
cess braid. 

Step 13
Cut one 15cm A, B and C braid length. Take your needle out 
from the curve on the same side of the ring’s curve. Thread 
on two Delica beads and start to sew around the curve with 
them, layering the braids in A-C-B order and adding Delicas 
as you work (Photo 13).
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Step 14
With your Delica curve complete,  fix the braids at the base 
and sew out from this point. Thread on one triangle bead 
(Photo 14) and make a curve around it. Sew up through the 
soutache braids and then sew back through the soutache bra-
ids, after the bead and the base. Secure the curve behind your 
work. Lead the braids behind the base, secure them, and then 
trim the excess. 

Step 15
Repeat Steps 1 to 14 to make the second central shape for 
your necklace. Then, sew the two parts together through the 
triangle-curves from Step 14. Stitch them well to secure them 
(Photo 15) and then sew on a bead cap and one colour B 
3mm crystal at the junction point.

Step 16
When the flower bead cap and the crystal have been sewn 
on, take your needle out from this junction point and thread 
on one Size 15/0 seed bead, one cone bead cap, one pyramid 
bead, one butterfly, one cone bead cap, one petal bead, one 
flower bead cap, one colour A crystal, one Size 15/0 seed bead 
(Photo 16) and stitch them securely to your design at the 
junction point.

Step 17
Sew out from the top curve (above the previous curve), thre-
ad on one flower bead cap, one cathedral bead, a flower bead 
cap and sew  through the second necklace part’s correspond-
ing curve (Photo 17). Repeat your thread path several times 
to secure the attachment.

Step 18
Cut one 5cm length of B braid and loop it around the closed 
ring section of one necklace part (Photo 18). Stitch together, 
as shown. Repeat for the second necklace part.
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Step 19
Cut two 30cm lengths of A, B and C coloured braid. Stitch 
them together in B-A-C-C-A-B formation approx 5cm from 
one end (Photo 19).

Step 20
Splitting your braids neatly apart (with the two C braids at 
the centre), sewing across your braids, add one Delica bead 
at the centre of your braids, then two Delicas, then three 
Delicas, two Delicas and one Delica, as shown (Photo 20), 
before sewing your braids together after the last Delica ad-
dition. 

Step 21
Take your needle out from the meeting point and pick up 
one 3mm colour B fire-polished bead and make a curve 
around it with your braids. Repeat at the other side of your 
work – securing your braids at the back of your work and 
trimming the excess.

Step 22
Returning to the opposite side of your Delica grouping, 
sew a pearl between your braid layers, positioning the pearl 
between the centre C braids. Sew the braids together after 
the pearl. Add 10 more pearls in the same manner, stit-
ching your braids together after each pearl adition (add or 
subtract pearls at this point to alter the length of your nec-
klace).

Step 23
Sew together the two parts of the necklace, as shown. Re-
peat at the other side of your work (Photo 23).
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Step 24
Cut one 20cm length of A, B and C braid. Fold them in half and stitch them 
together for a length of approx 3cm. Sew on two pearls, as shown (Photo 
24). Then, with your needle exiting at the end of your stitching point, add 
one 3mm fire-polished bead at the centre of your layered braids, as shown. 

Step 25
Sew two fire-polished beads and then another single one, as shown (Photo 
25). Stitch the braids together once more and then exit your needle at one 
outer edge and thread on one 4mm fire-polished bead (see photo). Curve 
one half of your layered braids around the fire-polished bead, securing the 
braids at the back of your work and trimming the excess. Repeat for the op-
posite side of your braids. 

Step 26
Cut one 20cm length of A, B and C coloured braid. Fold them in half and 
stitch approx 1.5cm from the bend to create a loop (Photo 26).

Step 27
Measure up the two parts of the clasp by placing the loop you have just 
made over the first pearl added in Step 24, and then stitch another loop 
space after the second pearl from Step 24. Make two curves with 4mm fi-
re-polished beads, as you did earlier.

Step 28
Apply a thin coat of glue to the back side of your work (Photo 28) and then 
place onto your suede/leather piece. Make sure the glue extends to the outer 
edges of your work, but doesn’t ooze into your beadwork and soutache. Once 
dry, trim neatly around your work. 
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Contact: Heather Richmond
PO Box 9112, Seaford  Vic  3198
Tel: 03 9785 3800  Fax: 03 9785 3866
Email:  heather@polymerclay.com.au

• TierraCast™ charms & findings

• Base metal & precious metal findings

•  Huge range of beads including: 
- Japanese Seed Beads 
- Swarovski crystal 
- Czech glass

•  Polymer Clay, PMC & Resin supplies

•  Artistic & Beadsmith craft wire & tools

•  Much more...

Your one stop online shop for the best  
quality range of beads, polymer clay,  
PMC, resin and jewellery making supplies.

www.polymerclay.com.au
Great prices, 

secure shopping,  
fast shipping,  

friendly service  
and expert advice.

™

See Csilla’s work on Etsy: 

http://www.etsy.com/people/ZoojaDesign?ref=si_pr

And you’ll find her tutorials here:

http://www.etsy.com/shop/

IndividualBeads?ref=search_

shop_redirect



Spiked Cuff
By Karolina Emingrova



Materials
120 3mm Czech pressed beads – colour A (pbA)
120 3mm Czech pressed beads – colour B (pbB)
120 3mm Czech fire-polished beads – colour A (fbA)
120 3mm Czech fire-polished beads – colour B (fbB)
4 17x7mm spike beads
approx. 5 grams Size 11/0 Czech seed beads (sb)
approx. 5 grams Size 15/0 Czech charlotte beads (cb)
Nymo D beading thread

Tools
Scissors
Size 10 to 12 beading needles

Finished length: 16.5cm

Abbreviations
PU = pick up
PNT = put needle through

Step 1

Thread your needle with a comfortable 
length of thread and, leaving a 40cm 
thread tail, pick up four pbA beads and 
sew through the first three pbA beads 
again to form the first ring. PU three 
pbA beads, sew through the last bead 
of the previous ring and the first two 
just strung. Continue with right-an-
gle weave adding three pbA beads per 
stitch until you have nine rings in the 
first row (Photo 1).

Designer Karolina Emingrova



Step 2

Take your needle back through the beads, exiting the bottom 
pbA bead of the second-to-last ring (Photo 2). This will create a 
decrease of this edge of the bracelet.

Step 3

To begin the second row, PU 3 pbA beads, PNT the last bead 
passed through, and the first bead just strung (Photo 3).

Step 4

PU two pbA beads, take your needle back through the next side 
bead of the previous row, the last bead passed through in the 
previous ring, and the last two beads just strung. PNT the next 
side bead of the previous row, PU two pbA beads, PNT the last 
bead of the previous ring, the side bead just passed through, and 
the first bead just strung. Repeat this until you have eight rings 
in this row (Photo 4).

Step 5

Now you are going to increase this edge of the bracelet. Pick 
up three pbA beads and PNT the last bead of the previous ring 
(Photo 5). Take needle back through the beads, as in Step 2 
(Photo 5a). 
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Step 6

You are going to change the type and colour of the beads in 
the third row.  Continue the same way as in the second row 
(Steps 3-5), just string the beads as per this sequence: pbA 
– fbB – pbA, fbB – pbA, pbA – fbB, fbB – pbA, pbA – fbB, 
fbB – pbA, pbA – fbB, fbB – pbA, pbA – pbA – fbB.

Step 7

Take your needle back through the beads as in Step 2. Con-
tinue next two rows with FbB beads.

Step 8

This row is the same as Step 6, with a change in bead type 
and colour for this sequence: fbB – fbA – fbB, fbA – fbB, 
fbB – fbA, fbA – fbB, fbB – fbA, fbA – fbB, fbB – fbA, fbA 
– fbB, fbB – fbB – fbA.

Step 9

Take your needle back through the beads as in Step 2. Con-
tinue next two rows with fbA beads.

Step 10

This row is the same as Step 6, with a change in bead type 
and colour, as before: fbA – pbB – fbA, pbB – fbA, fbA – 
pbB, pbB – fbA, fbA – pbB, pbB – fbA, fbA – pbB, pbB – 
fbA, fbA – fbA – pbB.

Step 11

Take your needle back through the beads as in Step 2. Con-
tinue next two rows with pbB beads.

Step 12

This row is the same as Step 6, with a change in bead type 
and colour, as before: pbB – pbA – pbB, pbA – pbB, pbB – 
pbA, pbA – pbB, pbB – pbA, pbA – pbB, pbB – pbA, pbA 
– pbB, pbB – pbB – pbA.

Step 13

Take your needle back through the beads as in Step 2. Con-
tinue next two rows with pbB beads.

Step 14

Continue as in Steps 6 – 8.

Step 15

Take your needle back through the beads as in Step 2. Contin-
ue next two rows with fbA beads (Photo 15).

Step 16

Now you are going to finish the corners of the bracelet. In the 
next row make only seven rings and take your needle back 
through the beads, exiting the bottom bead in the second to 
last ring of this row. Don’t forget to change the type and colour 
of the beads (Photo 16).
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Step 24

Continue with peyote stitch using sb beads in another four rounds, re-
membering to step up at the end of each round. Secure and trim the work-
ing thread.

Step 25

Thread your needle onto the other tail and make one round of peyote stitch 
using cb beads. Secure and trim the thread (Photo 25).

Step 17

In the next row, make only five rings and go 
back through the beads, exiting the bottom 
bead in the second to last ring of this row. 
Continue the same way of decreasing until 
you make the last ring. Don’t end the working 
thread at this point – you will need it later in 
the project (Photo 17).

Step 18

Repeat Steps 16 – 17 to finish the other corner 
of the bracelet and end the working thread. 

Step 19

Use the working thread from Step 17, sew 
through the beads along all four edges of the 
bracelet to fix them. Keep the tension firm but 
not too tight. Then secure and trim the work-
ing thread.

Step 20 – making the toggle clasp

Thread your needle with a comfortable length 
of thread and, leaving a 25cm tail, PU one 
spike bead, seven sb beads, bring the thread 
around the spike and sew through the spike 
again (Photo 20).

Step 21

PU seven sb beads, bring the thread around 
the other side of the spike and sew through the 
spike again (Photo 21).

20 21
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Step 22

PU one sb bead and sew through 
the first seven sb beads.

Step 23

PU one sb bead and sew through 
the next 11 sb beads. You have 
finished the ring around the spike 
(16 sb beads in total).



Step 26

Repeat Steps 20 – 23 with the other spike bead.

Step 27

Continue in peyote stitch, using sb beads in another three rounds, 
remembering to step up at the end of each round. Secure and trim 
the working thread.

Step 28

Thread your needle onto the other tail and make one peyote stitch 
round using cb beads. Secure and trim the working thread. 

Step 29

Put both spikes together so that the end rows fit together. Zip up the 
spikes by zigzag stitching through the up-beads on both ends (Pho-
to 29). Leave the working thread for now – you’ll use it later (Photo 
29a).

Step 30

Repeat steps 20 to 29 with the other two spikes.

Step 31 – rings and stripe

Thread your needle with a comfortable length of thread and, leav-
ing a 25cm tail, pick up four sb beads and then sew through them 
again. PU two cb beads and sew through the previous two sb beads 
and then sew through the two cb beads. PU two cb beads and sew 
through the previous two cb beads and then sew through the new 
two cb beads (Photo 31).

Step 32

Sew through the first two sb, then through the last two cb beads and 
through the first two sb beads again to form the ring (Photo 32).

29a29
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Step 33

Continue in tubular herringbone stitch. PU two sb beads, sew 
through the next sb bead in the previous round and sew up 
through the next (cb) bead. PU two cb beads, sew through the 
next cb bead in the previous round and sew up through two 
sb beads. Make another 37 rounds (Photo 33).

Step 34

Sew both ends together through all four beads (Photo 34) to 
form the ring. Secure and trim the working thread.

Step 35

Make the second ring in the same manner as for the first one.

Step 36

Make the strap using flat even-count peyote stitch, stringing 
eight sb beads and working 30 rows. 

Step 37

Pass the strap through both rings and zip it up (Photo 37).



Step 38 – assembling your bracelet

Choose the “assembling point” for the spike on the 
bracelet base (Photo 38). Thread the thread tail (from 
Step 29) and PU four sb beads and take your needle 
through the “assembling point” bead in the brace-
let. PU two sb beads and PNT the first two sb beads 
strung. Then PNT the three sb beads of the spike (Pho-
to 38a).

Step 39

PU four sb beads and PNT the bead opposite to the 
bead from the previous Step on the “assembling point”. 
PU two sb beads and pass through the first two strung 
sb beads. Then PNT three sb beads of the spike, exiting 
the same sb bead as you started with in Step 38.

Step 40

Fix the spike to the bracelet base by taking your needle 
through the bead a few times. Secure and trim your 
working thread.

Step 41

Fix the second spike in the same manner (Steps 38 - 
40). Close the clasp by passing the spikes through the 
rings you’ve created.

See more of Karolina’s work at 
www.facebook.com/kaja.bijoux and

 www.flickr.com/photos/kajabijoux/sets
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Midnight
Loomed
Choker

Materials
1 gram DB301 Miyuki Delicas

2.5 grams DB1851 Miyuki Delicas
4.5 grams DB001 Miyuki Delicas

1 gram Size 15/0 Miyuki rounds - #451 (hematite)
2 grams Size 11/0 Miyuki rounds - #451 (gunmetal)

1 gram Size 11/0 Miyuki rounds - #011 (matte blue-grey)
2 grams Size 8/0 Miyuki rounds - #451 (gunmetal)

1.5 grams Twin beads - jet gunmetal pearl
46 4mm dark indigo Swarovski crystals

50 4mm 5810 (night blue) Swarovski pearls
5.5 grams 2.5x6mm hematite Rizo beads 

1 gram 2.8mm Miyuki drops - #451 (gunmetal)
1 12mm Swarovski crystal rivoli

Tools
Beading needle
Beading loom

Scissors

Abbreviations
PU = pick up

PNT = put needle through
By Caron Reid



Step 1 

Using the pattern (above) as your 
guide, loom the first half (strip) 
of the design (Photo 1).

Step 2

When you reach the middle 
section of the choker (where the 
rivoli will sit) work as follows:
(a) If completing the design in 
one piece - ensure there are four 
rows of DB001 beads between 
where the pattern ends and the 
pattern commences.
(b) If completing the design in 
two separate sections - ensure the 
row where the pattern finishes – 
loom two rows of DB001 beads. 
Do not cut off the loom. Start the 
second part of the design.  (note 
- you will need to complete your 
edging first) (Photo 2).

Step 3

Start the second part of the 
loomed design. This time you 
will work the pattern in reverse 
to create the scroll and cup for 
the rivoli crystal -  Photo 3 shows 
how the design should look.

Step 4

When you have completed these 
Steps – you’re ready to start the 
edging.
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The pattern is downloadable from Caron’s website for a limited time. Click to download at: https://caronmichelle.com 

TIP: “I created 
this design in one 
piece as I had a 
longer loom – 
however if you 
have a smaller 
loom, you can 
make the design 
in two pieces and 
then join in the 
middle. 
If creating the de-
sign in two piec-
es - make sure 
you leave enough 
room on your 
room to warp the 
second strip and 
space to edge at 
the same time,” 
Caron.

https://caronmichelle.com


Step 5 – the top edging

Pick up one #451 Size 11/0 
seed bead – thread needle 
through the second bead on 
the warps (Photo 5). Move 
across to the next bead on the 
warps and come back through 
the next two beads to the edge 
(Photo 5a). Continue this pat-
tern along the entire top edge. 
Work your needle through 
the Size 11 beads – working 
the thread all the way through 
from the beginning edge to 
the end edge (one end to the 
other) to align all the beads 
(ie straighten the edge) (Photo 
5b).
Add a new thread PU 10 #451 
Size 15/0 seed beads. Count 
across five Size 11/0 seed beads 
(Photo 5c). PNT the fifth Size 
11/0 seed bead (Photo 5d). 
PU one 2.8mm drop. PNT the 
next Size 11/0 seed bead (Pho-
to 5e). PU eight #451 Size 15/0 
seed beads. Move along five 
Size 11/0 seed beads and PNT 
the fifth Size 11/0 seed bead 
(Photo 5f). Continue in this 
manner until you reach the 
end of the pattern (Photo 5g).
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NOTE: If completing your 
design in one piece you 
can go add the rivoli to the 
centre first. If completing in 
two sections, you will need 
to do your bottom edge first 
(before cutting off the loom 
and joining).

Step 6 – bottom edg-
ing

PU one Size #451 11/0 seed 
bead, one 4mm pearl and 
another #451 Size 11/0 seed 
bead. Count down five rows 
and then PNT the first two 
beads in the row (Photo 
6). Bring your needle up 
through the two beads in 
the next row to exit out the 
edge (Photo 6a). PU one 
4mm pearl and one #451 
Size 11/0 seed bead. Count 
down three rows and PNT 
the first two beads in the 
row, bringing your needle 
up through the next two 
beads and exit out on the 
edge (Photo 6b). Work in 
this manner until you reach 
the end.
PU two #451 Size 8/0 seed 
beads, one twin bead, three 
#451 Size 11/0 seed beads, 
one #011 Size 11/0 seed 
bead, one 4mm Swarovski 
crystal, one #011 Size 11/0 
seed bead, three #451 Size 
15/0 seed beads,  one Rizo 
bead and three #451 Size 
15/0 seed beads (Photo 6c).
Thread the needle back 
through the #011 Size 11/0 
seed bead, the Swarovski 
crystal and #011 Size 11/0 
seed bead. PU three #451 
Size 11/0 seed beads thread 
needle through twin bead 
(Photo 6d). PU two Size 8/0 
seed bead and PNT the sec-
ond pearl (Photo 6e). Repeat 
pattern for fringe until you 
reach the end of the loomed 
piece.

5f 5g
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Step 7 – adding the rivoli

Pick up one Size 8/0 seed bead and 
one #451 Size 11/0 seed bead – re-
peat this sequence 12 times (Pho-
to 7). Tie in a circle and exit your 
needle through the first Size 8/0 
bead. Take your needle through 
the bead circle and pull the thread 
firmly – measure the circle around 
your rivoli to make sure it fits your 
crystal.
PU one Size 8/0 seed bead and one 
#451 Size 11/0 seed bead and one 
Size 8/0 seed bead. Pass your needle 
over the next three seed beads and 
exit through the Size 8/0 seed bead 
(Photo 7a). Continue this pattern 
until you have complete the circle. 
Bring your needle up through the 
Size 8/0/Size11/0/Size  8/0 seed 
beads (Photo 7b). PU one #451 Size



11/0 seed bead, one #011 Size 11/0 seed 
bead, one #451 Size 11/0 seed bead, one 
Size 8/0 seed bead, one #451 Size 11/0 
seed bead, one #011 Size 11/0 seed bead 
– then PNT the next Size 8/0 seed bead – 
continue working in this manner until you 
complete the circle (Photo 7c).
Place the rivoli into your work, facing 
upward – so that the thread is at the top 
edge of the front of the rivoli (Photo 7d). 
PU three Size 15/0 seed beads and PNT 
the next Size 8/0 seed bead – continue 
this pattern until you have passed through 
every Size 8/0 seed bead. PU five Size 15/0 
seed beads and PNT every second Size 
8/0 seed bead - this creates a twisted effect 
(Photo 7e). Repeat this pattern to secure 
the rivoli to the design  (add additional 
twists if desired).

Step 8 – finishing off

If creating the design in one piece, attach 
the rivoli to the centre then cut the design 
off the loom. If creating the design in two 
pieces, now cut the two pieces from the 
loom, and join the sections in the centre 
by weaving the two pieces together. Attach 
the cabochon (Photo 8). Finish your loom 
piece and then attach the ribbon clasps. 
For Caron’s design she attached a ribbon 
to finish the design but you could use 
chain, another woven piece, leather, etc.

8

Click to visit Caron’s website
at www.caronmichelle.com



Victoria’s world-class bead expo!
This year’s Melbourne Bead Expo - Nov 8 to 10          
will be the highlight of your beading calendar! 

INTERNATIONAL guest tutor, Helena Tang-Lin, will be 
teaching five fabulous workshops during the week of the  
Melbourne Bead Expo. Workshops taught by Helena include 
a mix of full-day and half-day workshops - Helena’s interna-
tional teaching schedule is incredibly full, so the chance to 
learn from an award-winning bead artist of her calibre is real-
ly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

There will also be an additional 12 workshops taught by expe-
rienced local tutors - for beginner to advanced level beaders 
- so, there’s sure to be something for everyone.

The exciting new “Featured Artist” initiative intro-
duced last year will continue this year again - with the 
chosen artist’s work to be featured in conjunction with 
the much-anticipated Exhibition and Bead Challenge 
displays at the event.

Another important part of the annual bead expo is the 
BSV raffle - with money raised going to various wor-
thy community projects. One project in 2013 has been 
Beading Ethiopia, which was formed to help teach 
beading to women in Ethiopia.

Melbourne Bead 
Expo 8 - 10 November

Kingston City Hall, 
979 Nepean Hway, 
Moorabbin, VIC

Necklace by 
Helena Tang-Lim



Tickets for this year’s expo 
raffle will go in the draw 
to win one of four beau-
tiful beaded necklaces 
created by BSV members. 
Tickets are just $2  at the 
expo.

If you’re looking for qual-
ity bead supplies - the 
expo is the perfect shop-
ping destination for three 
wonderful days in No-
vember.

Australia’s top beading 
exhibitors will again be 
at the expo, fully-stocked 
with supplies of beads, 
findings, gems and inspi-
rational beading books.

Don’t miss it!

This year’s expo Bead Chal-
lenge had a theme of silver 
and turquoise - entries will 
be displayed at the expo, with 
showgoers able to vote for 
their favourite. Vote wisely - 
there’s $1400 in prize money 
up for grabs!

The annual Members Exhibi-
tion will also be a drawcard 
- showcasing the talents of 
members competing for the 
Elly Feldman Award. Here 
you’ll find a true display of 
world-class beading.

On Display...

www.beadsociety.com.au

Bracelet by Helena Tang-Lim



Kingston City Hall, 979 Nepean Hwy, Moorabbin VIC

8th – 10th November 2013

Visit www.beadsociety.com.au for full details

Regina Krawets’ Bead Challenge 2012 entry (pictured) was voted first prize winner in the Popular Vote section. Regina was also the Featured Artist in 2012

CONTACT US
0420 200 727

www.beadsociety.com.au
info@ beadsociety.com.au

The Bead Society of Victoria, Inc. 
PO Box 5312 Pinewood, VIC 3149

2013
Exquisitely designed pieces of  
jewellery by BSV members.

Many works will be for sale, 
so it is a great chance to  

purchase an original piece.

This year’s Melbourne Bead Expo will be the highlight of 
your beading calendar. 

Australia’s top beading exhibitors will be there, providing 
you with a unique opportunity to browse and source 
beads, findings, gems and inspirational books.

Be sure to stop by the members’ Showcase Exhibition, and 
see the exciting continuation of this year’s Featured Artist, 
which was introduced last year to help promote Australian 
Bead and Jewellery Artists - check our website for further 
details.

Our International tutor, Helena Tang-Lim will be teaching 
fabulous workshops over the Expo week and in NSW and 
Adelaide, see melbournebeadexpo.com.au for details.

There will be twelve other exciting workshops, from beginner 
level to advanced, conducted by experienced Australian 
tutors, teaching a variety of beading related techniques! 

All workshops fill quickly, so be sure to book in soon.

•  Entry open to all beaders
•  Entry forms available from 

the Bead Society of Victoria
•  Total Prize Pool $1400

The 2013 BSV  
Bead Challenge



Sweet Delights Bracelet
This bracelet is made of a series 
of beaded peyote stitched pepper-
mint lolly shapes – joined with 
a strawberry shoelace worked in 
herringbone stitch, with the clasp 
incorporated into the beadwork.

If you’re not so keen on the 
“sweet” theme, then the bracelet 
components can be made in any 
colouring to create all sorts of 
effects - from the subtly sophisti-
cated to bright and bold.

“The inspiration for 
this piece came from a holiday in 

the USA where Brach’s peppermints are 
commonly offered in restaurants and hotels. I 

thought it would be fun to combine them with a 
British stalwart – the peppermint polo.

The strawberry shoelace presented a convenient way 
to link my sweets and create the clasp – I debated 

using a licorice shoelace to introduce black into the 
design, but decided to keep to the dual colour 

scheme instead. (And for anyone who’s in-
terested, these also come in a green and 

white spearmint flavour!)” 
– Katie Dean.

By Katie Dean



Materials
5 grams Size 14 Ceylon white seed 

beads
20 grams Size 11 Ceylon white seed beads
20 grams Size 11 opaque red seed beads

4lb Fireline thread – crystal (or thread of your choice)
Small amount of material (eg: tissue or felt) in white to use for 

stuffing.

Tools
Beading needle

Embroidery scissors

Techniques used: 
circular and tubular peyote stitch

Abbreviations:
PU = pick up

PNT = pass needle through

Notes: We’ll make each of the components 
individually and then fasten them together to 
assemble the bracelet. It’s easier to make a few 
“sweets” and line them up to determine your 
desired bracelet length. You can then adjust 
the number of sweets accordingly. Ideally, try 
and keep to the same number of each variety 
of peppermint, but if the measurements need 
an extra sweet in one or other variety, this can 
be incorporated. You will need to make sure 
that your design has a polo sweet on at least 
one end as this is used for the toggle part of 
the clasp. I found that six peppermints (three 
of each variety) fitted around a 16.5cm (small) 
wrist, so for a more averaged sized wrist, I 
would recommend making four of each type of 
peppermint – Katie.

Step 1 – making the Brach’s (red and white) 
peppermint

Row 1: Thread your needle with a  comfort-
able working length of thread. Leaving a 30cm 
thread tail, PU three Size 11 white beads and 
PNT them all again, to create a bead circle 
(Diagram 1).
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Step 2

Row 2: Add two white beads between each of your beads in 
Row 1. Remember to step up at the end of this row to exit 
from the first bead in your first pair of beads (total of six 
white beads added) (Diagram 2).

Step 3

Row 3: Add a single white bead in between each of the beads 
of your previous row, remembering to step up at the end of 
the row (six beads added) (Diagram 3).

Step 4

Row 4: This is an increase row, so add white beads in each 
space and step up at the end of the row to exit from the first 
bead in your first pair of beads (12 beads added) (Diagram 
4).

Step 5

Rows 5 and 6: Add a single white bead between each of the 
beads you added in the previous row, remembering to step 
up at the end of the row (12 beads added) (Diagram 5).
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Step 6

Row 7: Add one red bead into the first space. Add one 
white and one red (ie: two beads, in this order) in the sec-
ond space. Add one white bead into the third space. Add 
one white and one red bead into the fourth space (Dia-
gram 6). Repeat this pattern twice more to complete your 
row and remember to step up at the end (nine red and 
nine white added) (Diagram 6a).

Step 7

Row 8: Add one white bead between each of the beads in 
your previous row and remember to step up at the end of 
the row (18 beads added).
Row 9: Add one white bead in the first space of this row, 
one red bead in the second space and repeat this pattern to 
the end of the row. Step up at the end (nine white and nine 
red beads added).

Step 8

Row 10: Add one white and one red bead into the first 
space. Add one white bead into the second space. Add one 
red bead into the third space. Add two white beads into 
the fourth space. Add one red bead into the fifth space. 
Add one white bead into the sixth space. Repeat this pat-
tern twice more to complete your row and step up at the 
end (15 white and nine red beads added) (Diagram 8).
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Step 9

Row 11: Add one bead in each space in the following sequence: 
red, white, white, red, white, white, red, white. Repeat this se-
quence twice more and step up at the end of the row (15 white 
and nine red beads added).
Row 12: Add a single bead in each space in the following se-
quence: red, white, red, white, white, red, white, white. Repeat 
this pattern twice more and step up at the end of the row (15 
white and nine red beads added).
Row 13: Add one bead in each space in the following sequence: 
white, white, red, white, white, red, white, red. Repeat this pat-
tern twice more and step up at the end of the row (15 white and 
nine red beads added).
Row 14: Add a single bead in each space in the following se-
quence: white, red, white, white, red, white, white, red. Repeat 
this pattern twice and step up to finish the row (15 white and 
nine red beads added). This completes the first half of your 
sweet, so finish off your thread and set this to one side for now.

Repeat Rows 1 to 14 to make the second half. Zip stitch the two 
halves together, taking care to line them up so that the pattern 
of red and white blocks align properly at the seam. If you are 
having trouble aligning the pattern, first try twisting one or the 
other half slightly to see if you can find the correct alignment. 
Neatly weave your working thread and thread tail through your 
work before trimming to complete your first Brach’s peppermint.

Step 10 – making the Polo (all white) peppermint

The polo shape is created by mixing two sizes of beads. So, you 
will be using the white beads in Size 15 and 11 to make a donut 
shape, working in circular and tubular peyote stitch. 
Rows 1 and 2: Thread your needle with a comfortable working 
length (arm length) of thread. PU 24 Size 15 beads. PNT all

24 beads again to form a circle, but leave a tail thread 
that is approx. one third of your entire thread – you will 
use this to work the second half of your sweet. PNT the 
first (next) six beads before starting the next row.

Step 11

Row 3: Working in tubular peyote using Size 15 beads. 
PU one bead, PNT the next bead in your circle, PU an-
other bead, PNT next bead. Repeat until you have added 
12 beads and stitch right around the circle of beads. Step 
up at the end of the row, so that your needle exits from 
the first bead you added in Row 3 (Diagram 11).

Step 12

Row 4: Continue working in tubular peyote stitch, add-
ing one bead between each of the beads in Row 4. Keep-
ing your tension tight, your beads should now be pulling 
up into a tube, rather than a circle. Remember to step up 
at the end of the row (12 size 15 beads added).
Row 5 and 6: Stitch another two rows of tubular peyote 
stitch, switching to Size 11 beads this time. Step up at 
the end of the row. This should cause your tube to start 
spreading into a circle (12 size 11 beads per row added).

Step 13

Row 7: The next few rows will be worked in circular pey-
ote stitch (ie: will include increases) so that the beadwork 
continues to flatten into a circle. PU one Size 11 bead and 
PNT the next bead from Row 6, PU two Size 11 beads 
and PNT the next bead from Row 6. Repeat this pattern 
five times to take you to the end of the row and step up 
(Diagram 13). 
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Step 14

Rows 8 to 10: Stitch three straight rows of peyote 
stitch using the Size 11 beads (ie: one bead in between 
each of the beads from the previous row), remember-
ing to step up at the end of each row (Diagram 14).

Now transfer your needle to the tail thread and use 
this thread to work Rows 5 to 9 in the same manner 
as before. You should then find that the two sections 
of beadwork are almost meeting. So, zip up Row 9 on 
this half to Row 10 on the first half you worked, in or-
der to complete your polo. Secure and then trim your 
thread ends.

Step 15 – the strawberry shoelace

This is made as a basic strip of herringbone stitch. As 
a rough guide, you will want to make the strip at least 
twice the length of your finished bracelet – you can al-
ways add extra rows as you assemble the components 
if you find that your original shoelace is too short. 

Rows 1 and 2: Thread your needle with a comfort-
able length of thread and PU four red beads. Leaving 
a 17cm tail – you’ll use this for the assembly steps 
– PNT the first two beads again, pulling your thread 
firmly so that the beads are sitting side-by-side in two 
columns (Diagram 15).

Row 3: PU two red beads, take needle down through the top bead 
in the righthand column, up through the top bead in the lefthand 
column and up through the first bead you picked up. Pull the 
thread firmly so that the two new beads are sitting on top of the ex-
isting columns (Diagram 15 – righthand illustration). Repeat Row 3 
until you reach your desired shoelace length.

Step 16 – assembling the bracelet

Stitch the end of the shoelace onto the side of the polo – PNT about 
six rows on the shoelace and then anchor this point onto one side 
of a Brach’s peppermint. PNT the shoelace and anchor it onto the 
opposite side of the peppermint. Anchor this same point on the 
shoelace onto one side of another polo. Again, pass through the 
shoelace until you reach the point at which you want to anchor 
onto the opposite side of the polo. Anchor the next Brach’s mint on 
its first side at this same point. Repeat this process so that each an-
chor point joins two sweets, with the shoelace sandwiched between 
them and looping around them (Photo 16).
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Step 17

When you have anchored all of the sweets and 
reached the second side of the final Brach’s 
mint (this should be your final mint), you 
need to create the loop for the clasp. You may 
need to either add extra rows, or possible 
remove a few rows from the shoelace at this 
point. You need to calculate how many rows 
are required to fit snugly over the polo, but not 
slip off too easily. For Katie, this was 32 rows – 
but do check your fit. 
To create the loop, join the end of your shoe-
lace back onto the rows that is 33 rows from 
the end (Photo 17). Reinforce your thread path 
all the way through the loop and make sure it 
is securely attached to the original strand, as 
this will need to withstand a lot of pressure as 
the bracelet is fastened and unfastened. Fin-
ish off all of your threads and your bracelet is 
complete.

To see more of Katie Dean’s 
beautiful beadwork, 

visit www.beadflowers.co.uk
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Pinstriped 
Petals Pin

By Kerrie Slade
Use a combination of one and 
two-drop brick stitch to create 

this sculptural flower pin.

Materials
20 grams Size 8/0 Czech 

glass seed beads
1 6mm glass pearl

18 Size 6/0 glass beads
11 Size 10/0 glass beads

Beading thread
1 stick pin/hat pin 

Tools
Scissors

Size 10 to 12 beading needles



Step 1

Thread your needle with a comfortable working length of thread and, leav-
ing a 50cm tail, ladder stitch two Size 8/0 beads together. PNT both beads 
again to “lock” them together.

Step 2

Using a combination of single-drop and two-drop brick stitch, follow the 
pattern in Diagram 2 to create your first petal (Rows 7-10 are two-drop 
brick stitch).

Step 3

To complete the first petal, PU five beads and take your needle down 
through the first bead added in the previous row. Take your needle up 
through the bead next to it and back through the fourth bead just added. 
Take your needle back through the third and second beads in this row and 
down the fourth bead added in the previous row (Diagram 3).

Step 4

When you have completed your first petal, weave your needle down 
through the petal until you are exiting one of the bottom beads added in 
Step 1. Using ladder stitch, attach a new bead to this edge bead. Follow the 
thread path in Diagram 4 to get into the correct position for the next stitch.4
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Step 5

Continue in 
brick stitch, 
following the 
pattern in Di-
agram 2 and 
work Rows 4-6.
Note: the new 
petal will be 
sharing the first 
six edge beads 
of the first petal 
(shown on the 
righthand side 
of the diagrams) 
therefore, for 
the first six rows 
only, you will 
need to add 
one bead fewer, 
as you will be 
attaching the 
base rows to the 
base rows of the 
previous petal, 
ie: Row 2 – two 
beads; Row 3 
– three beads; 
Row 4 – four 
beads, etc.

Diagram 5 shows adding two beads in Row 
2, working away from the first petal.

Diagram 5a shows adding the three beads in 
Row 3, working back towards the first petal.

Diagram 5b shows the thread path on the 
return rows, attaching the petal edge beads 
together and getting into position for the follow-
ing row.

Diagram 5c shows adding the four beads in 
Row 4, working away from the first petal. Contin-
ue working back and forth in this manner until 
you reach the end of Row 6.
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Step 6

Complete the petal from Rows 7 to 16 without attaching 
the petal edge beads together and following the pattern in 
Diagram 2. Diagram 6 shows the placement of the beads 
in Row 7 (a two-drop increase row).

Step 7

Follow Step 3 to add the tip to your petal.

Step 8

When you have completed the second petal, weave your 
needle down through your beadwork until your needle 
is exiting the bead added in Step 4 and following Step 4 
ladder stitch a new bead to it. Following Steps 5 to 7, work 
another two petals.

Step 9

To make the final petal, ladder stitch the base beads of 
petals one and four together following the thread path in 
Diagram 9 to get into position for the next row.6
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Step 10

Continue with brick 
stitch, following the 
pattern in Diagram 2 
and work Rows 2 to 
6. Note: the new pet-
al will be sharing the 
first six edge beads of 
the first and fourth 
petals, therefore for 
Rows 2-6 only, you 
will need to miss off 
a bead at each end of 
the row as you will 
be attaching the base 
rows to the edges of 
the other two petals, 
ie: Row 2 – one bead, 
Row 3 – two beads, 
Row 4 – three beads, 
etc.

Follow the thread 
path in Diagram 10 
to attach the bead in 
Row 2. Use the same 
turn (shown in Dia-
gram 10) at the end 
of Rows 3-6.

Diagram 10a 
shows adding the 
two beads in Row 3 
but uses exactly the 
same turn. Continue 
working in this way 
until you reach the 
end of Row 6.

At the end of Row 
6, follow the thread 
path shown in Dia-
gram 10b - which 
shows how to get 
into the correct posi-
tion at the end of the 
row to complete the 
rest of the petal
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Step 11

Following the pattern in Diagram 2, complete the 
rest of the petal from Rows 7-16 without attaching 
the petal edge beads together. Remember to start 
Row 7 (a two-drop increase row) by picking up four 
bead together and anchoring them to the first thread 
bridge (see Diagram 11 for guidance on Row 7).

Step 12

Follow Step 3 to add the tip to your final petal.

Step 13

Using the tail thread and working from the front of 
the flower, pick up the 6mm glass pearl and one Size 
10 bead. Take your needle back through the pearl 
and attach it securely to the centre of your flower 
by passing it through the two new beads and all five 
beads in the base rows of your flower.

Step 14

Working from the front of your flower, attach five 
Size 6/0 beads to the base row of your flower by fol-
lowing Diagram 14.

Step 15

Add one Size 10/0, 6/0 and another 10/0 between 
each Size 6/0 bead added in the previous Step (See 
Diagram 15). Take your needle through all the beads 
in this central circle again and pull your thread 
firmly so that little or no thread shows between the 
beads.
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Step 16

Still using your tail thread, carefully 
attach a row of seven or eight Size 6/0 
beads to the back of your flower and 
pass your thread through the new 
beads and beads in the flower sever-
al times to secure. Note: Ensure that 
your stick pin will pass through the 
beads before tying off your thread! Tie 
off and trim your tail thread (Photo 
16 – back view).

Step 17

Using the original working thread, 
pass your needle through all the 
beads around the edge of your flower 
and gently pull the thread so that the 
petals cup slightly. Tie off and trim 
the remaining thread. To shape your 
flower – with the front of the flower 
facing you – gently press the top of 
each petal downward.

Step 18

Pass your stick pin/hat pin through 
the Size 6/0 beads attach to the back 
(create a loop at the tip of your pin, if 
necessary, to prevent it from sliding 
straight through).

All beads 
supplied by Preciosa 

Traditional Czech Beads 
http://www.preciosaornela.com

See Kerrie Slade’s work online at 
www.kerrieslade.co.uk and her blog at 
www.kerrieslade.blogspot.com and via 

Facebook at www.facebook.com/
beadwork.by.kerrie.slade
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By Janelle Grimshaw
There is nothing quite like being able to see and hold the work of 
your peers,  spending time sharing laughter and life with people you 
have known for years or have only just met, learning how to get that 
tricky project just right when someone shows you how.  The online 
beading and jewellery community offers so much these days and 
technology connects us in ways we have never been connected be-
fore... but nothing beats getting together in real life.

The rewards gained from spending time together in person are too 
numerous to count.  Engaging with others, learning new things or 
sharing your passion is simply good for the soul.  How often do you 
get a chance to take time out for yourself and be creative without in-
terruption or just have a chance to relax with good friends?  Newbies 
and regulars are instantly at ease and welcomed into the group by 
all.  The importance of social interaction is so easily lost in our lives 
of instant social media and online environments.  When you are 
physically sitting next to someone you can converse with them.  You 
can ask questions if you are not sure.  You can actually see and feel 
an example of work that you have been staring at on your computer 
screen.  You can share your frustrations and triumphs.  It makes you 
feel good, enriches your soul and beyond a doubt it can also improve 
your mental health.

Berry Beading 
Retreat clay 
play work-
shop with 
(from left)  
Janelle Grim-
shaw, Yvonne 
Ireland, Karen 
Cooke and 
Debbi Good-
win.

Beading with others
enriches the soul...



Born from online conversations and that single concept of a 
good idea was the creation of Alida MacGregor, Aussie Bead-
ing Retreats.  The idea was to bring a group of online friends 
together in one location to share skills and knowledge in a 
relaxed environment away from the demands of work or fam-
ily.  And so, in 2010, 20 people attended the very first Beading 
Retreat at Berry, nestled in the beautiful southern highlands 
of New South Wales.   Mini workshops were organised with 
budding tutors willing to teach each other some simple tech-
niques or small projects across a wonderful long weekend of 
fun and laughter.  The enjoyment of having others cook and 
the giggling fun of bunking in with friends known for years, 
but in most cases never “met”, was a hoot and the promise of 
a bigger and better retreat was realised 6 months later in the 
same location.

Since then Aussie Beading Retreats have met on the Sunshine 
Coast in QLD and Stewarts Bay Tasmania.  Learning new 
things is the aim of the game too and during the Tasmanian 
retreat there was a great range of workshops on offer.  There 
were little groups making and glazing their own earthenware 
beads, some micro macramé knotting as well as seed beading, 
polymer clay play and even some silver smithing.  Each retreat 
offers a variety of new skills to learn as well as some spare 
time to create with friends or take time out to breathe in some 
beautiful scenery.  Sometimes there are even some adventur-
ous activities on offer for those so inclined.  Whether you are 
a novice or an expert, there is something for everyone.  The 
best part is the chance to try your hand at something new just 
to see if you enjoy it before you embark on a new obsession.

Stewarts Bay beading Retreat 2013 show 
and tell with Terri McDonald and Janelle 
Grimshaw.

Berry Beading Retreat 2011 (from left) Yunita 
Yudodihardjo, Janelle Grimshaw, Amanda Katz, 
Karen Cooke and Vanessa Cabrera.



The Aussie Beading Retreats members are also 
supported with a Facebook page to stay con-
nected in between retreat times and proves to 
be a great place to continue new found friend-
ships and ideas.  Here you can share your 
finished pieces, retreat photos, arrange travel 
details and find out everything about future 
retreats as it happens.

The Beading Retreats have grown and now 
average 2 planned retreats per year and with 
around 30 participants and anyone is welcome.  
All you need is a passion to create and a desire 
to learn new things.  The next retreat is planned 
is to be held in Launceston for four nights from 
30th October 2013, to coincide with the Tasma-
nian Craft Fair.

Click to find out more at:                
www.aussiebeadingretreats.com

And “LIKE” the Facebook page:  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/

aussiebeadingretreats/
 
 

  

Sunshine Coast retreat 2012 crazy hair/hat fun: 
(from left) Christina Armstrong, Wendy Hatton, 
Cheryl McLeod, Coral Johnson and Matilda 
Hunt.
 

Cute retreat mascot 
“Hitchie” also helps 
out as a model...

Sunshine Coast retreat challenge pieces on display.



Materials – for bracelet

12 tiles
13 3mm faceted beads
48 rulla beads
166 SuperDuos
Size 11/0 seed beads
Size 15/0 seed beads
2 Size 8/0 seed beads
2 jump rings
1 clasp

 Beautiful
Alexargai 
Tile Set

By Alexargai



Materials – for 
necklace

24 tile beads
96 Rulla beads
144 SuperDuos

25 3mm faceted beads
Size 15/0 seed beads

2 triangular jump rings
1 clasp

1 extension chain

Tools
Beading needle

Cutters

Step 1

Leaving a 20cm thread tail, thread on one rul-
la, one tile and one rulla bead. Take your needle 
through the second hole of the last rulla bead 
(Photo 1). Thread on one SuperDuo, PNT the 
second hole of the tile bead, thread on another 
SuperDuo, and PNT through the second hole of 
the first rulla bead threaded (Photo 1a).

Step 2

Thread on one Size 15/0 bead, one 3mm faceted 
bead, one Size 15/0 bead and tie a neat double 
knot (Photo 2) before threading your needle back 
through the rulla, tile and rulla you first threaded 
(Photo 2a).

Step 3

Thread on one 3mm faceted bead and one rulla 
(Photo 3). PNT the bottom hole of the last rulla, 
through the bottom hole of the adjacent rulla, 
around and through the top hole of the same 
rulla, through the 3mm faceted bead and the top 
hole of the end rulla, as shown (Photo 3a).

1 1a

2 2a
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Alexargai Necklace



Step 4

Thread on one tile bead, one rulla and 
then PNT the other hole of the same 
rulla bead (Photo 4).

Step 5

Thread on one SuperDuo, PNT the tile 
bead, thread on another SuperDuo, 
PNT the rulla, as shown (Photo 5). 
Then PNT the next rulla (bottom hole) 
and back through the top hole, the 
faceted bead and the adjacent rulla, tile 
and rulla beads, as shown (Photo 5a)

Step 6

Repeat Step 3 to Step 5 until you reach 
your desired necklace length (Photo 6).

Step 7

Working at one end of your design, 
thread on one tile, one rula, one Size 
15/0 seed bead, one 3mm faceted bead, 
one Size 15/0 seed bead, PNT the sec-
ond hole of the threaded rula bead 
(Photo 7). 

Step 8

Thread on one SuperDuo, PNT the sec-
ond hole of the tile bead, thread on one 
SuperDuo, PNT the second hole of the 
adjacent rula bead (Photo 8).

Step 9

Thread on one Size 15/0 seed bead and 
PNT the threaded beads as shown in 
Photo 9.

Step 10

Thread on five Size 15/0 seed beads and 
PNT the lower hole of the SuperDuo, as 
shown (Photo 10).
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Step 11

Thread on one rula, one SuperDuo, 
one rula and PNT the bottom hole 
of the adjacent SuperDuo, as shown 
(Photo 11). 
Thread on five Size 15/0 seed beads 
and PNT the earlier seed bead be-
tween the rula beads, as shown (Pho-
to 11a).

Step 12

Thread on another five Size 15/0 seed 
beads and through the bottom hole of 
the adjacent SuperDuo bead (Photo 
12). 
Repeat Steps and 11 and 12, working 
your way across the length of your 
necklace.

Step 13

At the other end of your work, thread 
on five Size 15/0 seed beads (Photo 
13) and take your needle through 
the beads, as shown (Photo 13a and 
13b). Thread on one SuperDuo and 
then PNT through the existing Su-
perDuo, before threading on anoth-
er SuperDuo, bringing needle back 
through the bottom hole of this last 
SuperDuo (Photo 13c). Thread your 
needle through these SuperDuo beads 
as shown (Photo 13d) and back out 
through the adjacent rula bead (Pho-
to 13e). Then, thread on two Size 15/0 
seed beads before taking your needle 
back up through the earlier threaded 
seed beads.

11 11a
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Step 14

Thread on two Size 15/0 seed beads 
and then PNT the 3mm faceted bead, 
thread on two more Size 15/0 beads 
and then PNT the next seed beads, as 
shown (Photo 14 and 14a).

Step 15

Repeat Steps 13 and 14, working your 
way back across the length of your 
necklace (Photo 15).
Weave your needle through your bead-
work, tying half-hitch knots as you go, 
to strength your work before trimming 
your thread.

Step 16

Open one triangular jump ring and 
thread through one faceted bead and 
one end of your necklace, threading 
on the loop of the clasp before closing 
this jump ring. Repeat for the opposite 
end of your necklace, threading on one 
end link of the extension chain before 
closing the jump ring (Photo 16).
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See Alexargai’s work online at:

http://lesbijouxcrealex.canalblog.com
http://fr.dawanda.com/shop/Alexargai

http://lesbijouxcrealex.canalblog.com
http://fr.dawanda.com/shop/Alexargai


Materials – for bracelet
12 tiles

13 3mm faceted beads
48 Rulla beads
166 SuperDuos

Size 11/0 seed beads
Size 15/0 seed beads
2 Size 8/0 seed beads

2 jump rings
1 clasp

Step 1

Thread your needle with 1.5m of 
thread. Thread on one SuperDuo, 
one tile, one SuperDuo and one 3mm 
faceted bead (Photo 1). Repeat this 
sequence until you have threaded 12 
tiles (ending with the 12th tile). Check 
the length on your wrist and adjust if 
necessary (Photo 1a).

Step 2

Thread on one SuperDuo, one Size 
15/0 seed bead, one 3mm faceted 
bead and another Size 15/0 seed bead 
(Photo 2). Thread on one SuperDuo 
and then PNT the second hole of the 
tile bead, thread on another Super-
Duo and then PNT the adjacent 3mm 
faceted bead (Photo 2a).
Continue in this manner, working 
your way along the length of your 
bracelet, placing a SuperDuo pairing 
between each tile bead (Photo 2b).

1 1a

2 2a

Alexargai bracelet



Step 3

At the end of your bracelet, thread on one 
SuperDuo, one Size 15/0 seed bead, one 
3mm faceted bead and another Size 15/0 
seed bead. Neatly tie a double knot with 
your working thread and thread tail to 
strengthen this bead grouping at the end of 
your bracelet (Photo 3). PNT the threaded 
beads, as shown (Photo 3a). Thread on two 
Size 15/0 seed beads and PNT the other 
hole of the adjacent SuperDuo, as shown 
(Photo 3b).

Step 4

Thread on one rulla, one SuperDuo, one 
rulla and PNT the next SuperDuo (Photo 
4). Thread on one SuperDuo and then PNT 
the next SuperDuo, as shown (Photo 4a).
Continue in this manner until you reach 
the other end of your bracelet.

Step 5

With your needle exiting the end SuperDuo 
bead, thread on two Size 15/0 seed beads 
and PNT the adjacent seed bead, faceted 
bead and seed bead, as shown (Photo 5).

Step 6

Thread on two Size 15/0 beads and then 
PNT the SuperDuo at this edge of your 
bracelet (Photo 6). Thread on one rulla, 
one SuperDuo, one rulla and then PNT 
your threaded beads, as shown (Photo 6a). 
Continue in this manner until you reach 
the other end of your bracelet.
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Step 7

Thread on two Size 15/0 seed 
beads and then PNT the next Size 
15/0 bead, the faceted bead and 
the next three Size 15/0 beads 
(Photo 7). Thread on three Size 
15/0 beads and PNT the rulla 
(Photo 7a). Thread on one Super-
Duo and PNT the next SuperDuo 
(Photo 7b). Bring needle back 
through remaining hole of the last 
SuperDuo (Photo 7c) and thread 
on another SuperDuo, before 
taking your needle through the 
thread path shown (Photo 7d).

Step 8

Thread on one Size 11/0 bead 
and then PNT the next rulla bead 
(Photo 8).  Continue in this man-
ner until you reach the other end 
of your bracelet – note: the Super-
Duo located above the Size 11/0 
bead will be slightly raised (Photo 
8a)



Step 9

At the end of your bracelet, thread on three 
Size 15/0 beads and PNT the next three Size 
15/0 beads, the faceted bead and the next 
three Size 15/0 beads. Thread on three Size 
15/0 beads  and then PNT the second hole of 
the rulla bead (Photo 9).
Repeat for the opposite side of your bracelet, 
working your way back along your design to 
the other end, adding three Size 15/0 beads 
as before (Photo 9a) and then securing your 
thread through your beadwork before trim-
ming.

Step 10

Rethread your needle with 1m of thread. 
Secure your thread in your beadwork and 
weave through the beads shown (Photo 10) 
before then threading on four Size 15/0 seed 
beads and taking your needle through the 
SuperDuo, as shown.
Thread on another four Size 15/0 seed beads 
and pass through the next three SuperDuos 
as shown (Photo 10a). Continue in this man-
ner, working your way along the length of 
your bracelet. 

Step 11

At the end of your bracelet, PNT the end 
rulla and adjacent five Size 15/0 seed beads. 
Then thread on three Size 15/0 beads, one 
Size 8 bead and three more Size 15/0 beads 
(Photo 11).
PNT the next five Size 15/0 seed beads, one 
rulla and three SuperDuos, as shown (Photo 
11a). 
Repeat Step 10, working your way back down 
the length of your bracelet.
At the end, PNT the five Size 15 beads, then 
thread on three Size 15 beads, one Size 8 
bead and another three Size 15 beads, as be-
fore. PNT the next five Size 15 beads (Photo 
11b). Secure your thread in your beadwork 
and then trim neatly.

Step 12

Open one jump ring and thread through 
a Size 8 bead at one end of your bracelet, 
threading on the loop of one half of your 
clasp before closing this jump ring (Pho-
to 12). Repeat for the opposite end of your 
bracelet.

9 9a

10 10a

11 11a

11b 12



Step 4

Then thread on two Size 15/0 ro-
cailles and PNT the second hole of 
the SuperDuo from Step 1 and pull 
your thread firmly (Photo 4).

Materials – 
for earrings

2 tile beads
8 Rulla beads
24 SuperDuos

4 3mm faceted beads
1 gram Size 11/0 seed beads
1 gram Size 15/0 seed beads

2 triangular jump rings
1 pair earring wires

Beading thread

Step 1

Thread one Size 11/0 bead, one 3mm 
faceted bead, one Size 11/0 rocaille, 
one SuperDuo, one tile, one Super-
Duo, one Size 11/0 rocaille, one 3mm 
faceted bead, one Size 11/0 rocaille 
and one SuperDuo (Photo 1).

Step 2

Pass your thread through the second 
hole of the tile bead (Photo 2).

Step 3

Thread on one SuperDuo, and then 
PNT the Size 11/0 rocaille, 3mm fac-
eted bead and Size 11/0 rocaille you 
threaded in the first Step (Photo 3).

1

2

3

4

Alexargai 
earrings



Step 5

Thread on one Rulla bead, one 
SuperDuo (PNT bottom hole), one 
Rulla bead, and PNT the top hole 
of the SuperDuo bead from earlier 
(Photo 5).

Step 6

Thread on two Size 15/0 rocailles, 
and then PNT the Size 11/0 rocaille, 
3mm faceted bead and 3mm faceted 
bead from earlier (Photo 6).

Step 7

Repeat Steps 4 to 6 for the opposite 
side of your work and then pull your 
thread firmly (Photo 7).

With your needle exiting the sec-
ond Size 15/0 rocaille at one side of 
your design (as shown in Photo 7), 
thread on three Size 15/0 rocailles 
and PNT the tile and thread on one 
SuperDuo before taking your needle 
through the next SuperDuo (Photo 
7a) and then adding another Super-
Duo – taking your needle through 
one hole of this SuperDuo and then 
back through the other hole of this 
bead (Photo 7b). Thread on a fourth 
SuperDuo in the formation shown, 
before taking your needle back 
through the top hole of first Super-
Duo, then around and through the 
bottom hole of the first SuperDuo, 
through the top hole of the bottom 
SuperDuo in the formation, the 
bottom hole of the righthand Super-
Duo and out through the adjacent 
tile bead (Photo 7c). Now thread 
on three Size 15/0 rocailles and 
take your needle through the next 
two threaded Size 15/0 rocailles too 
(Photo 7d).

Step 8

Thread on six Size 15/0 rocailles and 
then PNT the two Size 15/0 rocailles 
at the bottom right of your work 
(Photo 8). 

5
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Repeat Step 7 for the opposite end of 
your design (Photo 8a).

Step 9

Work your thread up through the 
three Size 15/0 rocailles, as shown 
(Photo 9) before threading on four 
Size 15/0 rocailles and taking your 
needle through the three SuperDuo 
beads shown (Photo 9a). Thread on a 
further four Size 15/0 rocailles before 
taking your needle down through the 
five threaded Size 15/0 rocailles and 
the Size 11/0 rocaille, as shown (Photo 
9b). 

Step 10

Thread on two Size 15/0 rocailles and 
take your needle through the central 
tile bead (Photo 10). Thread on two 
Size 15/0 rocailles and weave your 
needle back up through the thread-
ed Size 11/0 and 15/0 beads, the tile 
bead, as shown (Photo 10a). Thread 
on five Size 15/0 rocailles, PNT top 
SuperDuo bead (Photo 10b) and then 
thread on another five Size 15/0 ro-
cailles, PNT adjacent tile bead and 
weave back down through the rocaille 
beads to the point shown (Photo 
10c), adding a Size 11/0 rocaille at 
this point, before then threading on 
through the remaining rocailles until 
you reach the opposite end tile bead.

8a

9 9a

9b 10

10a 10b



Step 11

Now thread on four Size 15/0 rocailles 
and take your needle through the 
SuperDuos as shown, before thread-
ing on another four Size 15/0 rocailles 
and weaving up through three of 
your threaded rocailles and then back 
through the SuperDuo, tile bead and 
centre SuperDuo, as shown (Photo 11 
and 11a).

Step 12

Thread on five size 15/0 rocailles 
and thread through the SuperDu-
os, as shown (Photo 12). Thread on 
another five Size 15/0 rocailles and 
repeat your bead path, as shown, to 
strengthen your work (Photo 12a). 
Weave back up through your beads, as 
shown (Photo 12b), adding one Size 
11/0 directly opposite the Size 11/0 
rocaille you added in Size 10, before 
continuing on through your beads, 
tying some half-hitch knots as you go 
to strengthen your work. Trim your 
thread when your work feels secure.

Step 13

Open one triangular jump ring and 
thread through one end SuperDuo 
hole of your beaded design. Thread 
the loop of one earring wire onto the 
triangular jump ring.
Repeat all Steps to create the other 
earring.

10c

11a

12 12a

See Alexargai’s work online at:

http://lesbijouxcrealex.canalblog.com
http://fr.dawanda.com/shop/Alexargai
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Circuitous Pendant
By Kassie Shaw Inman



Materials
Size 15/0 dark blue iris seed beads - co-

lour A
Size 11/0 metallic blackberry seed beads - colour B

Size 11/0 metallic pink seed beads - colour C
2.5x5mm Twin beads or 3x5mm SuperDuos - periwinkle - 

colour D
3mm dark blue glass pearls - colour E

Fireline
(Desired stringing material and clasp - if required)

Tools
Beading needle

Cutters

Abbreviations
PU = pick up

PNT = put needle through

Note: In the diagrams, the dark 
beads represent new beads being 
added during that Step. Lighter 
beads represent beads that have 
been added in previous Steps. The 
dot on each thread path will be 
shown on the bead the thread is ex-
iting at the beginning of that Step.

Step 1
Thread your needle with a comfortable work-
ing length of Fireline. Leaving a 20cm thread 
tail, PU one B, one D, one B, one D, one B and 
one D bead. PNT the first B bead to make a 
circle. PNT all six beads again and pull snugly 
on the thread tail and working thread to tight-
en (Diagram 1).

Step 2
PU two B beads and PNT the second hole of 
the next D. PU two B, PNT the next B bead, 
PU two B beads, and PNT the second hole of 
the next D bead**. Repeat from * to **. PU 
two B beads and PNT the next  three B beads 
(Diagram 2).

Step 3
PU three B beads. Taking your needle around 
the end of the D bead, PNT the two B beads 
on the other side of the D bead. PU one C 
bead. Skip one B bead and PNT the next two 
B beads**. Repeat * to ** twice more. Contin-
ue PNT five B and one C beads. PU three C 
beads and PNT three C beads again, making a 
circle and exiting the C beads as shown in the 
diagram (Diagram 3).
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Step 7
Flip your work over. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 to add the 
next motif. Flip and repeat Steps 4 to 6 twice more 
to add the fourth and fifth motifs.

Step 8
Flip your work one more time and repeat Steps 4 
to 6 – however, on this occasion at the end of the 
Step 6 repeat (start of thread path below), PU one 
C bead, PNT the C bead on the first motif, PU 
one C bead and PNT the first C bead again, mak-
ing a circle. PNT the circle of C beads again and 
continue through four B beads towards the centre 
of the pendant. PU one pearl and PNT the corner 
B bead of the next motif. Repeat around until you 
have six pearls (Diagram 8).

8

4

5

6

Step 4
PU two B beads, one D bead and two B beads. PNT the second hole 
of the D bead. PU one B, one D, one B, one D and one B bead. PNT 
the second hole of the first D bead, through the next five beads of 
the inner circle (B-D-B-D-B) and the next two B beads (Diagram 4).

Step 5
PNT the D bead and the three B beads on the other side. PU two B 
beads, PNT the D bead, PU two B beads, and PNT the B bead. PU 
two B beads, PNT the D bead, PU two B beads and PNT three B 
beads (Diagram 5).

Step 6
PU three B beads. Take your needle around the end of the D and 
PNT two B, one C and two B beads. PU three B beads. Take your 
needle around the end of the D bead, PNT two B beads, PU one C 
bead and PNT two B beads**. Repeat * to **. Continue around the 
piece, PNT 13 B beads and one C bead. PU three C beads and PNT 
three C beads again, making a circle (Diagram 6).



Step 9
PNT the central circle again and then weave your needle 
through to the outside edge. Now you need to decide 
how many (if any) Size 15/0 beads you need to use along 
with the pearls in the final round.

If you are using Superduos, you probably have too much 
space between motifs to use only pearls, but you may not 
have enough space to add Size 15/0 beads around every 
pearl. Kassie added Size 15/0 beads before and after every 
other pearl as follows – Diagram 9.

If you are using Twins, you probably won’t need the addi-
tional Size 15/0 seed beads – Diagram 9a.

Finishing Tip:  use a few Size 15/0 seed beads 
and a thread guard to add a bail and string 
your pendant on a thin chain (Diagram 10).

Click 
to see more of 

Kassie’s beadwork at 
www.beadingbutterfly.com
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Midnight Raindrops

The new Long Drop beads from Miyuki work perfectly in 
this delicate Spring-inspired bracelet. Coloured metallic 

beads add a touch of new season colour. 

Kumihimo braided bracelet
By Pru McRae

1 glue-in magnetic clasp

Tools
Kumihimo disk
100 gram weight or bag of coins
Strong glue suitable for metal

Materials - for 3 bracelets
7 grams 3x5.5mm shiny black long drop beads 
7 grams 3x5.5mm matte black long drop beads 
12 grams Size 8/0 seed beads - colour 1
12 grams Size 8/0 seed beads - colour 2
12 grams Size 8/0 seed beads - colour 3
18m S-Lon or C-Lon thin cord
Sewing thread



Follow the threading chart precisely to ensure that the raindrops remain on the 
edges of the bracelet. These bracelets are very pretty worn alone or can be worn 

together as stacking bracelets for greater impact.

Slot	  32 Slot	  1 Slot	  8 Slot	  9 Slot	  16 Slot	  17 Slot	  24 Slot	  25

Colour	  1 Colour	  1 Colour	  2 Colour	  2 Colour	  1 Colour	  1 Colour	  2 Colour	  2

1 2	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 3	  seed	  beads 1	  seed	  bead 2	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 3	  seed	  beads 1	  seed	  bead 1

2 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 2

3 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 3

4 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 4

5 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 5

6 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 6

7 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 7

8 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 8

9 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 9

10 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 10

11 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 11

12 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 12

13 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 13

14 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 14

15 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 4	  seed	  beads 15

16 1	  shiny	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 1	  matte	  drop 4	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  shiny	  drop 16

17 2	  seed	  beads 1	  shiny	  drop 1	  seed	  bead 3	  seed	  beads 2	  seed	  beads 1	  matte	  drop 1	  seed	  bead 3	  seed	  beads 17

Slot	  32 Slot	  1 Slot	  8 Slot	  9 Slot	  16 Slot	  17 Slot	  24 Slot	  25



Step 1

Cut eight lengths of cord measuring 75cm. Tie them 
together at one end and load them onto the disk in 
slots 32, 1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24 and 25, as shown in the 
photo (Photo 1). Attach a weight to the knot and 
start to braid by moving the cord in slot 1 to 15 and 
17 to 31. Turn the disk a quarter turn clockwise and 
move the cord in slot 25 to 7 and 9 to 23. Turn a 
quarter turn clockwise. Continue to braid using this 
pattern of, top right to bottom right, bottom left to 
top left, quarter turn clockwise.
Braid until there you have created approx 4cm of 
braid. Make sure the cords are in the starting posi-
tions and that the cord in slot 1 is the next one to be 
moved. 

Note: the numbering used in this pattern is the stan-
dard system where the slot is on the left of the num-
ber, when the number is viewed the correct way up. 1

Sizing Notes: this pattern will make a medium sized bracelet of approximately 19-21cm in length, depending on 
the tension. Using a larger or smaller clasp is an easy way of altering the size. Alternately, allow extra unbeaded braid 

at the beginning and end. A large holed bead can be threaded onto the braid for a more decorative effect.



Step 2

Thread on the beads according to the 
chart. It is important to be accurate 
when the beads are loaded. Keep the 
beads in place by threading on a spare 
bead of a different colour and pass the 
thread through the bead again in the 
same direction (Photo 2). 
Resume braiding by beginning with 
the cord in slot 1. Add the beads by 
taking the cord in slot 1 and sliding a 
bead up the cord to the point of braid-
ing. Press the bead as close as possible 
to the braid and keep it in position by 
tucking it under the last cord moved 
(Photo 2a). It is very important not to 
let the bead jump out of place, so use 
a finger to keep it in position if neces-
sary. As subsequent moves are made 
the beads will be locked into place. 
Add a bead with every move until all 
the beads are used up and then braid 
without beads for a further 2cm.
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Step 3

Remove the braid from the disk and tie the end of the 
braid in an overhand knot to prevent unravelling. Bind 
both ends of the braid close to the beaded section us-
ing thread (Photo 3). Apply a little glue to the binding 
to further seal the end of the braid. Leave to dry. Trim 
the end.

Step 4

To attach the clasp, apply strong glue to the inside of 
the clasp using a cocktail stick (Photo 4). Trim the 
braid close to the binding, taking into account the 
depth of the glue-in section. Spread glue onto the braid 
and push it into the end of the clasp using a twisting 
motion. Hold in place until the glue starts to set. Re-
peat for the other end and leave to dry fully. It is very 
important to observe the recommended instructions 
and drying times for the particular brand of glue you 
are using. 

Step 5

Repeat all Steps for the other two bracelets, using co-
lours 1 and 3 for one bracelet and colours 2 and 3 for 
the other.

 

3
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EXPERT TIP: If the braid is a little twisted and does not 
lie flat it can be straightened with steam. Give the braid 
a few blasts of steam from a steam iron, manipulate it 

into shape and place a heavy object on top until it cools. 
This is best carried out between Steps 4 and 5.

Click to visit Pru’s website 
at www.prumihimo.com





Beautiful Brass 
Achieve some beautiful painted

effects on raw brass with this
fabulous tutorial from
Lisa Marie Jimenez of

Trinity Brass Co.



Materials
Brass filigree butterfly - vintage pati-

na finish
Claudine hellmuth acrylic paint - classic teal

Paint brush
Small square of aluminium foil

Paper towels
Old cloth

Clear spray lacquer

Brass and paint available at: 
www.trinitybrassco.com

Faux Verdigris 
Butterfly

PAINTING BASICS

This project uses a “Dry Brush” painting  
method:  Load a small amount of paint on the 
brush. Wipe the paint brush back and forth 
on a paper towel to remove most of the paint. 
Repeat every time you load new paint on the 
brush...

Step 1
Place a small amount of teal paint on the foil square. “Dry 
brush” teal paint on the front of the filigree butterfly. Wipe 
away any excess paint with your old cloth, to allow the 
Vintage Patina base color to show through. Set aside to 
dry.

Step 2
When the piece is completely dry, apply a coat of spray 
clear lacquer to the piece.  Let dry according to manufac-
turer instructions. 



Metallic
Amethyst 
Flower

Materials
Raw brass flower

Testors enamel model paint - pearl 
purple

Paint brush
Clear spray lacquer

Brass available at www.trinitybrassco.com
Paint - try your local hobby store

Step 1
Clean the raw brass flower using warm wa-
ter and soap.  Dry completely with cloth. 

Step 2
Paint the entire front of the flower using 
the Pearl Purple enamel paint. Set aside 
to  dry according to manufacturer instruc-
tions. If you desire a darker colour, add 
another coat of paint. 

Step 3
When flower is completely dry, spray with 
a coat of clear lacquer spray. Set aside to 
dry according to manufacturer instruc-
tions. 

TIP: Enamel model paint comes in a vari-
ety of colours. Experiment with colours to 
achieve an faux glass enamel look on your 

brass stampings.   



Teal
Antiqued
Cross

Materials
Brass grand Victorian cross pendant

Adirondack acrylic paint dabber - silver
Claudine Hellmuth acrylic paint - classic teal

Paint brush
Small square of aluminium foil

Small glass bowl/water
Old cloth

Clear spray lacquer
Brass and paint www.trinitybrassco.com

Step 1
Clean the raw brass cross using warm 
water and soap. Dry completely.  

Step 2
Using a paint brush, paint the front of 
the cross with the silver paint. Set aside 
to dry. When the front is completely dry, 
paint the back side of the cross and allow 
to dry. Clean your brush in water dish 
between coats.

Step 3
Place a small amount of teal paint on the 
foil square. Paint the front of the cross 
with a thin layer of teal paint, using a 
clean brush. Immediately use an old 
cloth to lightly wipe the teal paint off the 
cross - this will give you an antique effect. 
If you remove too much paint, repaint 
the area and wipe again. Set aside to dry. 

Step 4
When the front is dry, repeat Step 3 for 
the back side of cross.

Step 5
When the entire piece is dry (24 hours) 
coat the front with a protective clear 
spray and allow to dry according to man-
ufacturer instructions.  Repeat for the 
back side of the cross. For best results, 
apply several coats of spray to each side 
of the cross.





Star Necklace
By Regina Okrain



Materials
Size 11/0 red Delica seed beads

Size 11/0 black Delica seed beads
1 14mm Swarovski crystal rivoli

Beading thread

Tools
Beading needles

Scissors

Abbreviations
PU = pick up

PNT = put needle through

Step 1

Thread your needle with 2m of beading thread – one half 
of this thread will be used for the front side of your star 
design and the other half will be used for the back side of 
your star. Add a stopper bead at the halfway point (thread 
a small bead, position at the centre and take your needle 
around the bead and through the bead and pull the thread 
firmly to secure the bead at this point).
PU 66 beads in the following sequence: two red, nine black 
– repeat five times. Take your needle through the first 
beaded thread and pull thread ends firmly to form a tight 
circle (Diagram 1).

Step 2

With your needle emerging from the first red bead thread-
ed, PU two red beads and PNT the next red bead in the 
original bead circle. PU one black bead, skip first black 
bead of the original bead circle and then PNT the second 
threaded bead, PU another black bead, skip the third bead 
of original circle, PNT fourth and sixth beads of original 
circle (skipping the fifth – you want this bead to pop out 
onto the opposite side of your Ndebele edge). PU one black 
bead, skip the seventh bead of the original circle, PNT the 
eighth bead, PU one black bead, skip the ninth bead and 
PNT through the next red bead, PU two red beads and 
PNT the next red bead of the original circle (Diagram 2). 
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Continue working your way around the circle in 
this manner – your design will begin to form a 
star (Diagram 2a).

Step 3

Complete the next row as you did in Step 2, 
with one exception, do not skip the central or 
third black bead. You will work across two red 
and five black beads in each corner of your star 
in this row (Diagram 3).

Step 4

Work two more rows in the same manner – 
two red and five black beads in each of the six 
corners of the star. The face of your star is now 
ready (Diagram 4).

Step 5

Flip your work over and, using the other half of 
your thread, work through Steps 2 to 4 to work 
four rows to create the back half of your star 
design.

2a
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4
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Step 6

Weave your needle through to 
each corner point of your star 
and add one red seed bead at 
each point (Photo 6).
Step 7

Stitch the two sides of your star 
together. Then work your nee-
dle into the centre edge of your 
star, exiting your needle at one 
inner point and PU five black 
beads before taking your needle 
through the beads at the point of 
the next inner point of your star. 
PU another five black beads and 
take your needle through the 
next inner point. Work your way 
around the inside of your star in 
the same manner (Photo 7).

Step 8

Work in peyote stitch around 
this inner ring of black beads 
– working two rows of peyote 
stitch before inserting the crystal 
rivoli into the peyote stitched 
beads, pulling them up around 
the front edge of the rivoli. Take 
your needle through to the inner 
ring of black beads and then 
work in peyote stitch at the back 
of the rivoli, working enough 
rows to create a secure basket for 
your rivoli. Secure your thread 
by working your needle and 
thread through your work, tying 
some half-hitch knots as you go, 
before trimming your thread 
(Photo 8). 

Click to visit Regina’s online sites:
http://facebook.com/Regina.Beadwork

http://www.reginabeadwork.com
http://haruz.vze.com

http://reginajewellery.blogspot.co.il/
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Wedded 
Bliss

FOUR gorgeous bridal designs by Lisa 
Marie Jimenez of Trinity Brass Co.



Materials
2 antique silver Trinity rhoda brass connectors

2 antique silver Trinity fleur-de-lis brass connectors
20 4mm glass pearls

6 5mm silver crystal rondelle spacer beads
4 6mm crystal rondelles

2 8x12mm crystal teardrops
2 3mm upcycled preset crystal stones

2 upcycled preset crystal clusters
2 4mm antique silver brass jump rings
6 30mm antique silver brass head pins
6 30mm antique silver brass eye pins
2 antique silver plain brass Eurowires

Crystal 
Chandelier 
Earrings

Tools - for all bridal projects

Round-nose pliers
Flat-nose pliers (two pairs)
Chain-nose pliers
Wire cutters
Metal hole punch
File
E6000 glue
toothpick

Step 1
Using a toothpick apply a small amount of glue to the back of the upcycled 
rhinestone setting and place in the centre of one rhoda connector. Repeat for 
second connector. Set aside to dry.

Step 2
Using the metal hole punch, make a hole in the bottom of one fleur-de-lis drop. 
Gently file any rough edges smooth. Add glue to the back of one 3mm stone set-
ting and place in the centre of the drop. Repeat for second drop.  Set aside to dry.



Step 3
Take one head pin and thread on one crys-
tal teardrop, one crystal rondelle spacer, one 
pearl. Trim the head pin to 1cm from the 
beads and make a loop – before completely 
closing this loop, thread on the loop of one 
eye pin. Onto this eye pin, thread on one 
pearl. Trim the eye pin wire to 1cm from the 
pearl and then make a loop – before closing 
this loop, thread on the centre ring of one 
Rhoda connector.

Step 4
Take one head pin and thread on one pearl, 
one crystal rondelle and another pearl. Trim 
the head pin wire to 1cm from the beads and 
make a loop – before completely closing this 
loop, thread on the loop of one eye pin. Onto 
this eye pin, thread on one pearl, one crystal 
rondelle spacer, one pearl. Trim the wire to 
1cm from the beads and make a loop – before 
closing this loop, thread on to the righthand 
bottom ring on the Rhoda connector. Repeat 
this Step for the lefthand ring of the connec-
tor. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for the other rhoda 
connector.

Step 5
Open one 4mm jump ring and thread on the 
top of one Rhonda connector and the bottom 
hole of one fleur-de-lis drop. Close the jump 
ring. Repeat for the other connector.

Open the ring on one Eurowire and thread on 
to the top ring of one fleur-de-lis drop. Close 
the ring. Repeat to complete the other earring.



Roses & Crystal 
Birdcage Veil



Materials
4 antique silver Trinity Brass leaf sprig 

charms
2 antique silver Trinity Brass flower drops

1 antique silver Trinity Brass filigree teardrop
2 12mm antique silver Trinity Brass flower stampings

8 12ss 3mm crystal AB flatback rhinestones
2 24ss preset crystal rhinestone stones

1 small upcycled rhinestone chain section
4 organza flowers with tulle on wire

4 fabric leaves on wire
4 pearl sprigs

1 birdcage veil with plain comb

The antique silver and flower components can be 
layered various ways – the instructions are a general 
“how to” guide.  There are many drying steps in mak-

ing a piece like this - patience is the key.

Step 1

Cut the wire stems off of the leaves. Arrange the 
leaves on the base of the comb. Apply glue to back of 
each leaf and press down onto the base. Set aside to 
dry.

Step 2

To make the blooming flower, use your flat-nose pli-
ers to carefully bend the petals of one flower stamp-
ing up and close together.  Apply glue to the back 
of the flower and place in the centre of the second 
flower stamping. Apply glue to the back of the 24ss 
rhinestone and place it in the centre. Set aside to dry.

Step 3
Layer the four leaf springs, two flower drops and 
filigree teardrop on the top of the fabric leaves - the 
key is to intertwine the pieces. Continue to arrange 
the pieces, until your desired look is achieved – then 
glue into place and leave to dry.

Step 4
Cut the wire stems off the organza flowers. Apply 
glue to the bottom of the flowers and place at the 
centre bottom of the antique silver components. 
Apply glue to the bottom of the flower you made in 
Step 2 and add it above the ribbon flowers. 

Step 5
Apply glue to the back of the flatback stones and add them to the 
centres of the flower drops. Add the upcycled rhinestone chain to the 
filigree teardrop by applying glue to the back of chain and placing in 
position. Glue an upcycled preset rhinestone to the filigree.  

Step 6
Cut the pearl sprigs to various lengths. Apply glue to the ends and 
place between the antique silver pieces. Set aside to completely dry. 



Vintage 
Cluster 
Bracelet Materials

1 antique silver Trinity Brass morning 
glory 

trellis stamping
1 antique silver Trinity filigree violet

2 antique silver Trinity small foldover bail
1 12mm antique silver Trinity lobster clasp

7 25mm antique silver brass head pins
3 6mmm antique silver brass jump rings

8 44 antique silver brass jump rings
3 4mm crystal AB Swarovski bicones
2 6mm crystal AB Swarovski bicones

2 6mm glass pearls 
1 35mm pearl rosary chain

1 35mm small etched cable chain
1 crystal/pearl vintage beaded earring

Additional Tools
Nylon-jaw pliers

Step 1
Using the nylon pliers, gently bend the morning glory 
trellis stamping into a curve to fit your wrist. Use your 
wire cutters to remove the back of the earring. Using 
a toothpick, apply some glue to the back of the violet 
filigree and place it in the centre of the morning glo-
ry stamping. Apply glue to the back of the trimmed 
vintage earring and add it to the centre of the violet 
filigree. Set aside to dry.  

TIP: “I used a bottle of craft paint laid on its side to 
drape the entire piece over while drying” - Lisa



Step 2
When the piece is dry, feed the small fold over bails through 
the side openings on the morning glory trellis. Using your 
chain-nose pliers, bend the bails in half, as shown in picture, 
making sure the “rings” at the end line up with each other. 
Open one 4mm jump ring and feed through both sides of 
the fold over bail. Close the ring. Repeat for the opposite 
side.  

Step 3
Cut each chain piece in half. *Open one 4mm jump ring and 
thread on to the jump ring on the fold over bail, also thread-
ing on one end loop of one length of rosary chain and etched 
cable chain before closing this jump ring. Open another 
4mm jump ring and thread on the opposite ends of each 
chain length. Close this jump ring. Repeat from * for the 
opposite end of your bracelet.

Step 4
Take one head pin and thread on one 4mm Swarovski crystal 
bicone. Trim the head pin to 1cm from the bicone and make 
a loop. Make seven of these bead dangles – using the 4mm 
and 6mm bicones and 6mm pearls. Open one 4mm jump 
ring and thread on the loops of one 4mm bicone, one 6mm 
bicone and one 6mm pearl bead dangle – thread this jump 
ring onto the jump ring attach to the foldover bail. Close this 
jump ring. Repeat for the opposite end of your work (you 
will have one 4mm bead dangle leftover for use in Step 5).

Step 5
Open one 6mm jump ring and thread on the loop of the lob-
ster clasp and then thread on to the 4mm at one end of your 
chains. Close this jump ring. 

Open another 6mm jump ring and thread on to the 4mm 
jump ring at the opposite end of your (chains) work, along 
with the loop of the last bead dangle (from Step 4). Close the 
jump ring.



Materials
1 antique silver Trinity Lydia brass 

connector
2 12mm antique silver Trinity flower stampings

1 12mm antique silver Trinity lobster clasp
2 4mm antique silver brass jump rings
1 18mm Swarovski crystal twist bead

3 6mm glass pearls
4 4mm glass pearls

3 6mm crystal AB Swarovski bicones
3 4mm crystal AB Swarovski bicones

2 8x6mm crystal AB oval faceted crystals
1 16ss crystal AB rhinestone

1 30mm antique silver brass head pins
9 25mm antique silver brass head pins
7 30mm antique silver brass eye pins
30cm antique silver small etched link 

cable chain

Waterfall
Crystal
Necklace Step 1

Use your flat-nose pliers to carefully bend the petals of one 
flower stamping upward. Use a toothpick to apply glue to the 
back of the flower and place in the centre of the second flower 
stamping. Apply glue to the back of the 16ss rhinestone and 
place it in the centre of the top flower. Apply glue to the back 
of your layered flower and place in the centre of the Lydia 
connector. Set aside to dry.

Step 2
To make the crystal/pearl dangle, take one 25mm head pin 
and thread on one 6mm pearl. Trim to 1cm from the pearl 
and make a loop. Make three of these dangles. Take another 
25mm head pin and thread on one 6mm bicone. Trim and 
make a loop. Make three. Take another 25mm head pin and 
thread on one 4mm bicone. Trim and make a loop. Make 
three. Take the 30mm eye pin and thread on one 18mm 
Swarovski twist crystal. Trim and make a loop. Before com-
pletely closing this loop, thread on the loop of one 30mm eye 
pin and the loops of one 6mm and one 4mm bicone dangles. 
Onto the eye pin, thread on the loops of the remaining bead 
dangles in the following sequence: one 6mm bicone, one 6mm 
pearl, one 4mm bicone, one 6mm pearl, one 6mm bicone, one 
4mm bicone an done 6mm pearl. Trim the eye pin to 1cm 
from the beads and then make a loop – before closing this 
loop thread on the bottom ring of the Lydia connector. Close 
the loop.



Step 3
Cut the chain length into two 15cm lengths. 
*Take one 30mm eye pin and thread on one 
4mm pearl. Trim the eye pin to 1cm from the 
pearl and make a loop – before completely clos-
ing this loop, thread on to one of the top end 
loops of the Lydia connector. Open the opposite 
end loop and thread on the loop of another eye 
pin. Close the loop. Onto the eye pin, thread on 
one oval crystal bead. Trim and make a loop, 
threading on the loop of a third eye pin before 
closing the loop. Onto this third eye pin, thread 
on a 4mm pearl. Trim and make a loop, thread-
ing on one end link of one 15cm length of chain. 
Repeat from * for the opposite half of your neck-
lace. Open one 4mm jump ring and thread on 
the loop of the lobster clasp and the opposite end 
link of one chain length. Close the jump ring. 
Add one 4mm jump ring to the end of the other 
chain length – this will act as the other half of 
your clasp.



My Wired Heart
A necklace by Monica Catrullo



Materials
1.6m of 1.5mm-wide

soft copper wire
20cm of 0.5mm soft copper wire
1m of 0.8mm soft copper wire
9 10mm stone or glass beads

Tools
5mm and 1cm mandrels

Round-nose pliers
Flat-nose pliers

Chasing hammer
Bench block
Wire cutters

Round mandrel pliers

Step 1

Cut a 40cm length of 1.5mm wire and, using your 
round-nose pliers, create a small loop at the halfway 
point of the wire (Photo 1).

Step 2

Using your round nose pliers, make an open loop at 
one end of the wire, before carefully working your 
wire into a curl, as shown (Photo 2 and 2a). Repeat 
with the other end of the wire, bringing this wire 
toward the other curled wire to create a heart shape 
(Photo 2b).

Step 3

Next, hammer your wire shape on the bench block to 
flatten your heart surface.

1
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Step 4

Take the 20cm of 0.5mm and coil around one inner edge of 
your heart three times before then coiling onto the adjacent 
inner edge of the opposite curl (Photo 4 and 4a), coiling 
around both edges before finishing with three wire wraps 
around the second curl (Photo 4b). Trim any excess wire.

Step 5

Cut your excess 0.5mm wire into two equal lengths. Take 
one and wrap one end around your wire heart at the top/
side point of one curl, making four wraps - taking the wire 
over and away from the centre of the heart - before making a 
loop shape over the top edge of your heart and then making a 
further four wraps (Photo 5). Repeat for the other curl of your 
heart (Photo 5a).

Step 6

Cut four 7cm lengths of 1.5mm wire. Grip one end of one 
wire between the jaws of the round mandrel pliers. Bend the 
wire around the larger jaw of the pliers to form a round shape. 
Then make a second round shape in the opposite direction. 
Trim any excess, so that the end of the wire sits flush against 
the centre wire section. Repeat for each length. Hammer each 
piece carefully on your bench block (Photo 6).
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Step 7

Take 50cm of 1.5mm wire and the 5mm 
mandrel. Holding one end of your wire against 
one end of the mandrel, neatly coil your wire 
along the length of the mandrel (Photo 7). 
Flush-cut the sharp end of the coil, then flip the 
cutters so that the flush side faces the cut part, 
and cut the next coil, opposite the first cut. Cut 
the rest of the coil apart into jump rings in the 
same manner (Photo 7a). Hammer each jump 
ring on your bench block.

Step 8

Using 10cm of 0.8mm wire, make a wrapped 
loop at one end (Photo 8) and thread on one 
10mm bead. Make another wrapped loop 
(Photo 8a). Trim any excess wire. Carefully 
hammer the loops. Make eight of these beaded 
loop connectors.

Step 9

Cut 10cm of 0.8mm wire and hammer one end 
flat (Photo 9). Thread on one 10mm bead and 
make a loop above the bead (Photo 9a), before 
threading this loop onto the bottom centre loop 
(from Step 1) of your wire heart (Photo 9b). 
Complete a wrapped loop for your beaded wire 
and trim any excess.
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Step 10

Using 12cm of 1.5mm wire and the 1cm mandrel, make a 1cm 
wrapped loop at one end of this wire length (Photo 10 and 10a) 
and then a smaller loop at the other end of the wire (Photo 10b). 
Hammer this piece on your bench block.

Step 11

Cut 12cm of 1.5mm wire and make a small loop at one end 
(Photo 11). Shape the wire into a hook using the 1cm mandrel 
by bringing the wire around the mandrel, as shown (Photo 11a). 
Then make a slightly bigger loop at the other end of the wire 
(Photo 11b). Hammer the piece on your bench block.
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Step 12

To assemble your necklace, link 
together the following sequence of 
components, starting at one of the 
loops you created on your wire heart: 
one beaded connector (from Step 8), 
one link (from Step 6), one beaded 
connector, four jump rings, one 
beaded connector, one link (from 
Step 6), one beaded connector, one 
jump ring, one half of your clasp 
(from Step 10 or 11).
Repeat to create the other side of 
your necklace, adding the remaining 
half of your clasp at the end (Photo 
12).

Monica Catrullo 
(pictured) is an Italian 

wire artist with a lifelong 
passion for jewellery. 

As a child she loved earrings and 
used to take her “Mama’s” necklaces 

apart, connecting other pieces to 
make long dangly earrings – the 
longer they grew, the more she 

liked them!
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Click to see more of Monica’s work 
at www.mncjewels.blogspot.com





Ring ‘o
Piggies 

Materials
24 Piggy beads
12 Twin or Superduo beads
12 3mm pearl beads
1 gram Size 8/0 seed beads
1 gram Size 11/0 seed beads
1 gram Size 15/0 seed beads
1 pair earring wires
2 jump rings
Nymo beading thread

Tools
Beading needle
Scissors
Flat-nose pliers (two pairs)

Abbreviations:
PU = pick up
PNT = put needle through



Step 1
Thread your needle with a comfortable working length of 
thread. Leaving a 20cm thread tail, PU two Piggy beads 
(curved edges facing each other) by the centre holes, thread 
on three Size 8/0 seed beads and loop your needle back throu-
gh the Piggy beads in the same direction (Diagram 1).

Step 2
PU two more Piggy beads, as before, two Size 8/0 seed beads 
and PNT first seed bead threaded in the previous Step before 
PNT back through the two Piggy beads in this Step (Diagram 
2). Repeat four times – on the last addition, thread on the two 
Piggy beads and PNT the last seed bead of the trio threaded 
in Step 1, PU one Size 8/0 seed bead, and PNT the first Size 
8/0 seed bead threaded in the third repeat, before taking your 
needle through the last two Piggy beads again. Tie your wor-
king thread and thread tail to form a circle. 

Step 3
*PNT the lower holes of the next Piggy bead pair, then take 
your needle back through the last Piggy bead from the outsi-
de to inside edge of the bead through the middle hole (Dia-
gram 3). With the needle exiting between the Piggy beads, 
PU one 3mm pearl and then take your needle out through the 
middle hole of the other Piggy bead of this pair. PU one twin 
bead or Superduo. Repeat from * to work your way around 
the circle of beads, adding a pearl inside each Piggy pair and 
a superduo or twin between each Piggy bead pair (Diagram 
3a). Take your needle down through two of your base ring 
seed beads.

Step 4
PU one Size 15/0 seed bead and PNT one Size 8/0 seed bead 
under a pearl bead before threading on another Size 15/0 seed 
bead. Repeat for a total of six times (diagram 4).
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Step 5
PU one Size 15/0 seed bead, three Size 11/0 seed 
beads and PNT the lower hole of the adjacent twin/
Superduo and then back through the two Size 11/0 
seed beads just added (Diagram 5).

Step 6
PU one Size 11/0 seed bead and one Size 15/0 seed 
bead and PNT the Size 8/0 seed bead under the 
next pearl. Repeat Steps 5 and 6, working your way 
around your design (Diagram 6). Then take your 
needle through the Size 8/0 seed beads on the back 
side of your earring design.

Step 7
PNT the Size 8/0 seed bead under the twin/Super-
duo, *PU three Size 11/0 seed beads, one Size 15/0 
seed bead and PNT the lower hole of the twin/Su-
perduo and back through the seed beads you just 
added (Size 15/0 and 11/0) and back to the Size 8/0 
bead you started with (Diagram 7).

PU two Size 11/0 seed beads and then PNT the next 
Size 8/0 seed bead under the next twin/Superduo 
bead. Repeat from *, working your way around the 
bead circle (Diagram 7a).
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Step 8
Weave your needle through all of the Size 11/0 seed beads 
in the inner circle to reinforce your beadwork (Diagram 8). 
When your thread is secure, neatly trim it off. 

Step 9
Open one jump ring and thread on the loop of one earring 
wire and then thread the jump ring onto one of the outer 
holes of one twin/Superduo bead of your beaded design. 
Close the jump ring.

Repeat all Steps to make the other earring.
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Click to see more of Hana’s beadwork at:

https://www.facebook.com/hana.h.cerna

https://www.facebook.com/hana.h.cerna


Brass 
Beauties
Three beautiful brass earring

designs by Lisa Marie Jimenez 
of Trinity Brass Co.



Dancing
Daisy
Earrings
Materials
2 antique copper Trinity Brass 
daisy tags
2 22mm antique copper Trinity 
Brass hammered rings
2 antique copper Trinity Brass 
plain loop earring wires 
4 4mm antique copper brass 
round jump rings 
2 30mm antique copper brass 
head pins 
28 Size 6/0 seed beads in assorted 
earth tone colours
4 Size11/0 topaz AB seed beads
2 5x8mm topaz AB Czech ron-
delles 
22-gauge copper wire

Brass supplies from:
www.trinitybrassco.com

Tools – for all earrings
Round-nose pliers
Chain-nose pliers
Wire cutters 

Step 1

Cut a 40cm length of wire.  Make a loop at 
one end of the wire, but do not close the loop. 
Thread one hammered ring onto this loop 
and then close the loop firmly around the 
hammered ring. While holding the wire loop 
against the ring, make a wire wrap around the 
hammered ring. *Thread one Size 6/0 seed 
bead onto the wire and then – holding the 
seed bead at the front side of your work - wrap 
wire around the ring to secure the bead at the 
front of your design. Make a second wire wrap 
around the ring before threading on another 
Size 6/0 seed bead in a different tone. Repeat 
from * until you have wrapped 12 beads evenly 
around the ring.
After the last bead addition, make several 
tight wire wraps around the hammered ring 
to secure the wire. Trim the wire and use your 
chain-nose pliers to tuck the end into your 
wraps and squeeze to flatten and prevent any 
sharp end protruding from your work. 

Step 2

Take one head pin and thread 
on one Size 11/0 topaz seed 
bead, one topaz rondelle, one 
Size 11/0 topaz seed bead. 
Make a wire-wrapped loop. 
Open one 4mm jump ring and 
thread on to a wire-wrapped 
section (between Size 6/0 seed 
beads) of your hammered ring 
and then thread on the wire-
wrapped loop of the beaded 
head pin before closing the 
jump ring.
 Open another jump ring and 
thread on the loop of one ear-
ring wire before linking this 
jump ring onto the first jump 
ring. Close this second jump 
ring.



Step 3

Cut a 10cm length of wire. Thread this wire through the hole 
at the top of one brass daisy tag. Make a wire-wrapped loop. 
Trim the excess from the wrapped wire and then thread on 
two Size 6/0 seed beads (two different colours). 

Loop the wire around the hammered ring – directly op-
posite the beaded dangle from Step 2 – and make another 
wire-wrapped loop. Trim any excess wire and use your 
chain-nose pliers to flatten the wire end.
Repeat all Steps to make the other earring.

Blue Rose
Earrings

Materials
2 antique gold Trinity Brass 
Lehi pendants 
2 antique gold Trinity Brass 
lever-back Eurowires with 
flower 
6 30mm antique gold brass 
head pins
6 3x6mm light sapphire crystal 
pointed rondelles
6 4mm crystal AB crystal bi-
cones
2 8x12 light sapphire crystal 
teardrops 
2 5mm crystal/gold crystal 
rondelle spacer beads
10 12ss crystal AB crystal flat-
back rhinestones 
2 10mm light blue resin flow-
ers 10mm

v

Additional tools
E6000 glue
Toothpick

Step 1

Using the toothpick, add E6000 a small 
amount of glue to the back of one flatback 
rhinestone and place onto the front centre 
flower design of one Eurowire. Set aside to 
dry.  
Step 2

Take one head pin and thread on one 
teardrop, one rhinestone spacer, one light 
sapphire rondelle, one crystal AB rondelle. 
Trim the head pin wire to 1cm from the 
threaded beads and then make a loop. 

Before completely closing this loop, thread 
on to the centre bottom ring of one Lehi 
pendant. Close the loop.
*Take another head pin and thread on 
one light sapphire rondelle, one crystal 
AB rondelle and then trim the head pin 
wire to 1cm from the beads. Make a loop, 
threading this loop onto one of the  end 
loops at the base of the same Lehi pen-
dant. Repeat from * and thread this bead



dangle onto the remaining loop at the base of the same Lehi pen-
dant.

Step 3

Apply a small amount of glue to the back of one resin flower and 
place onto the bottom centre of the Lehi pendant. Apply glue 
to the back of four rhinestone flatbacks and place onto the Lehi 
pendant – using the project photo as a placement guide. Leave to 
dry.

Step 4

Open the loop of the Eurowire from Step 1 and thread 
on to the top loop of the Lehi pendant. Close the Eu-
rowire loop to complete this earring. Repeat all Steps to 
make the other earring.

Pink 
Rain 
Drops

Materials
2 45x16mm antique silver Trinity filigree bar 
2 antique silver Trinity filigree fold-over bail
2 antique silver Trinity brass hook earring wires 
with filigree ball 
2 10mm preset light rose square pointed back 
stones
12 16ss light rose Swarovski flatback rhinestones 
2 1/16” diameter aluminum rivets
2 8x12mm light rose crystal teardrops
2 6mm crystal rondelles
2 5mm crystal rondelle rhinestone spacer beads
2 Size 11/0 silver seed beads 
2 silver head pins 
2 4mm antique silver brass jump rings

Additional Tools
Rivet tool
File 
E6000 glue
Toothpick

Step 1

Use your chain-nose pliers to bend the filigree fold-over bail in half, 
aligning the top holes of the bail as you bring the edges together. Then 
place the end ring of the filigree bar between the fold-over bail ends 
– aligning the holes of each piece. Once the holes are aligned, thread 
one rivet through all holes. Following the manufacturer directions for 
the rivet tool, rivet the pieces together.



TIP: If holes will not accommodate the rivet, you can use 
an awl to make the holes slightly larger. 

Step 2

Take one head pin and thread on one teardrop, one rhine-
stone spacer, one crystal rondelle and one seed bead. Trim 
the head pin to 1cm from the threaded beads and then 
make a loop.
Open one jump ring and thread on the bead dangle you 
have just created, before threading the jump ring onto the 
folded section of the riveted bail. Close the jump ring.

Step 3

Using your wire cutters, carefully trim the remaining loop 
of the filigree bar (as circled, Photo 3). File any rough edg-
es.
Using the toothpick, apply a small amount of glue to the 
back of one preset square stone and place in the centre of 
the filigree bar. Apply glue to the back of six flatback rhine-
stones and place onto the filigree bar, using the project 
photo as a placement guide. Leave to dry. Open the loop of 
one earring wire and thread it on to the end of the filigree 
bar. Close the loop.
Repeat all Steps to make the other earring.
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By Sigifredo Contreras

Pretty
Alfa

Drops



Materials
24 6mm Swarovski glass pearls
2 grams Size 11/0 seed beads

Fireline beading thread

Tools
Beading needle

Cutters

Techniques used: Right Angle Weave 
(RAW).

Step 1
Using approx. 1.5m of Fireline, and leaving a 
20cm thread tail, pick up one Size seed bead 
and one 6mm Swarovski pearl, repeat from 
* three times. Thread through the first seed 
bead and pearl you threaded, to form a circle 
(Diagram 1). 

Step 2
Thread on one Size 11/0 seed bead and one 
6mm pearl, repeat this pairing twice, thread 
another seed bead and continue in RAW, ex-
iting one pearl (Diagram 2). Repeat this Step 
once more.

Step 3
At this point you can think of your work as 
a square - fold your three RAW sections in 
half as shown (Diagram 3), exiting one 6mm 
pearl, pick up one Size 11/0 seed bead, one 
6mm pearl, one Size 11/0  seed bead and then 
take your needle down to the next 6mm pearl. 
Repeat, threading on one Size 11/0 seed bead, 
one 6mm pearl and one Size 11/0 seed bead 
and exiting one 6mm pearl. 

Step 4
Now we have two opposite sides that need to 
be united with thread - working in RAW and 
exiting one pearl, thread on Size 11/0 seed 
bead and take needle through  the next 6mm, 
repeat three more times to complete the side 
and then repeat this Step with the opposite 
side of your square. When you finish this Step 
you should have eight corners with three Size 
11/0 seed beads each (Diagram 4).

1

2

3

4



Step 5
With your needle exiting one pearl, we are now 
going to add the 4mm montees to our square. 
Pick up two Size 11/0 seed beads, one montee 
and two Size 11/0 seed beads. Take your needle 
through the opposite hole of the  front 6mm 
pearl, and repeat another three times, to end up 
with four sides (Diagram 5).

Step 6
Exiting the last pearl you worked, take your nee-
dle back through the four sides where you just 
added the montees - to “criss cross” the montees 
– thread on two Size 11/0 seed beads, take your 
needle through the montee, thread another two 
Size 11/0 seed beads, completing the four sides 
(Diagram 6) and then take your needle up to 
the fifth side and  work as shown in Diagrams 
5 and 6, threading on two Size 11/0 seed beads, 
one montee and two Size 11/0 seed beads, before 
taking your needle back to “criss cross” with two 
Size 11/0 seed beads, taking your needle through 
the montee and threading on another two Size 
11/0 seed beads. Repeat for the sixth side.

Step 7
Weave your needle through your beadwork and 
join all eight corners. You can choose to finish 
your design as it is now, or adorn it by adding a 
drop bead between the seed beads, as shown in 
Diagram 7. To do so, in the opposite corner to 
your thread tail, thread on five Size 15/0 beads 
and make a loop, so that you can attach your 
earring finding later. You can do the same with 
the thread tail, to attach a crystal drop or other 
adornment bead or charm. Or, simply secure 
and trim your thread tail to finish as is.

Designer Tip: 

Instead of drop beads, you 
can adorn your Alfa bead-

ed bead with 3mm Swarovski        
crystal bicones with fringe beads       

between each of the Size 11/0 
seed beads in the 8 corners.

 

5

6
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WHY NOT ADD...

Wire-wrapped briolette crystals to 
your beaded Alfa beads?

Or add a touch of contemporary evening 
chic with multiple chain dangles?

Or keep things classic with a 10mm pearl drop?

Such a fab design - your options 
are endless!

Check out more of Sigi’s beadwork on his Facebook
page at: www.facebook.com/SigiContreras



To check out our great range of jewelery
making products jump online or call 
and make an appointment.  

www.sunsetdesigns.com.au 
PH 0409 900 691

Come join us at one of 
our great resin classes, located 

in Pleasure Point, Sydney.   Learn to 
work with Ice Resin and make moulds.  

New Dates for 2013 out now at 
www.sunsetdesigns.com.au

Other classes include, Resin Clay 
Jewellery, Embossing Powder Pendants, 

Metal Stamping,  Vintaj Jewellery, 
Soutache, Kumihimo and 

Paper Bead-making.

Passion For Flame Jewellery offers a 
range of unique handcrafted quality 
jewellery, suitable for any occasion.

From a child’s birthday gift through to 
elaborate bridal jewellery, it can be 

achieved with designer Lisa Crispin. 
Custom orders are a specialty.

Only quality materials are used in the 
construction of these pieces but more 

affordable alternatives are 
available upon request.

Visit www.passionforflame.com.au 

Passion for Flame
Jewellery

www.passionforflame.com.au



Chrysanthemum 
Bracelet

Project and design variation by Angie Mack using 
the “Chrysanthemum” weave by Shazzabeth



Materials
91 18gauge x 4.5mm ID rings
82 18 gauge x 4mm ID rings
32 20 gauge x 3mm ID rings
1 toggle clasp

Tools
2 pairs of pliers (flat, bent or chain nose in preferred combina-
tion)

Step 1

Each chrysanthemum flower uses 11 small 4mm ID rings and 13 
large 4.5mm ID rings. Start by opening 2 large 4.5mm ID rings, 
5 smaller 4mm ID rings, and closing 6 smaller 4mm ID rings 
(Photo 1).
Thread the six closed rings on to a large, open ring and then 
close it (Photo 1a). Thread a second larger ring through all of 
the silver rings, making sure that it doesn’t go through the larger, 
closed ring (Photo 1b).
Add the remaining five smaller rings by threading each one 
through the centre of the two larger rings.

1c1b

1a1

This tutorial is for the 
 bracelet as pictured in the main project 
photo (previous page) and results in a

 bracelet 20cm in length. 
It uses enamelled copper in mint and 

petrol for the larger and small connecting rings, 
plus silver-filled for the centre rings – 

you may like to experiment with different ring 
sizes for a tighter weave. 

All materials supplied by Aussie Maille
at www.aussiemaille.com.au



Step 2

Take 11 open larger 4.5mm ID rings (Photo 2) – these 
will become the petals. Thread a large ring through two of 
the smaller rings and close it.
Take another large open ring and thread it through one 
small ring from the previous step, and the next adjacent 
small ring, making sure that the new ring is above the last 
ring added (Photo 2a). 
Continue capturing ring pairs in this way (Photo 2b), 
making sure that as you go around, each new ring added 
is above the last ring added (Photo 2c). When you get 
to the last ring, thread it through above the last ring you 
added, and under the next ring in line, which is the first 
ring you added – the last ring is shown in gold to help 
illustrate the path (Photo 2d). 
You now have one complete Chrysanthemum flower 
(Photo 2e).
Repeat Steps 1 and 2 seven times.

2 2a 2b

2c

2d 2e



Step 3

Line up two flowers so that there is two 
adjacent petals (Photo 3). Connect the 
flowers together by threading two small 
20G 3mm ID rings through each adja-
cent petal and closing the rings (Photo 
3a). Continue linking the flowers together 
in this way until all units are connected. 
As the flowers have an uneven number 
of petals, you can maintain symmetry by 
alternating the number of petals that are 
unlinked on each side (Photo 3b). If you 
look at the finished chain, you can see that 
one flower has four unlinked petals at the 
top, and the next one has three, and so on. 

3

3a

3b



4a

4b

4c

Step 4

Once you have linked the chain together, add four small 20G 3mm ID rings to 
each end  - two per petal (Photo 4). Thread an open 18G 4mm ID ring through 
all four of the rings you just added and close it. Add your clasp to the links on 
each end of the bracelet by threading an open 18G 4mm ID ring through the link 
and adding the clasp before closing the ring (Photo 4a, 4b, 4c)

4

Looking for a great creative blog?
Check out jewellery designer 

Angie Mack’s blog at 
www.mailleadiction.wordpress.com



 Maille
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Gzhel Beaded
Crochet Bangle

Gzhel is a style of ceramics, which takes its name 
from the Russian village Gzhel 

(located southeast of Moscow) where pottery 
is produced in distinctive white & blue designs.

By Aleksandra Lysenko



Pattern note: this pattern has 17 beads as a base 
and is worked in a “patchwork” pattern – each pattern 
consists of smaller independent patterns which you can 
combine in any way you like.

Materials
10 grams white Size 10/0 Preciosa seed beads
7 grams blue Size 10/0 Preciosa seed beads
7 grams dark blue Size 10/0 Preciosa seed beads
Crochet thread
1 – 1.2mm crochet hook
20cm of 0.6 – 0.8mm-wide transparent silicone tube
Beading thread

Tools
Scissors
Big Eye beading needle

Techniques: Basic crochet knowledge required.



String your beads on your crochet 
thread using the Big Eye beading 

needle. 

The first bead of the first row of 
each pattern is marked by a red 

dot on each pattern graph.

You will start from the left and 
work to the right to thread each 
row, working your way through 
the entire pattern graph before 

starting at the red dot of the next 
pattern. 

When all five patterns are strung 
on your yarn, you can start to 

crochet your rope.

Step 1

How to bead crochet – 
example shown uses a 
base of 10 beads (note: 
your project design 
will have 17).
Make a slip knot and 
crochet 10 (17) chains. 
Make a circle and work 
in single crochet to 
create a tube 1cm in 
length (Photo 1). 1



To start adding your beads, 
take your crochet hook 
into a stitch (make sure 
you have both pieces of 
yarn), then slip down one 
threaded bead from your 
yarn and position it close to 
your work before making a 
single crochet stitch (Pho-
tos 1a – 1e).
Repeat until you have 
worked 10 beads – or for 
your pattern, as per this 
project, you will be working 
17 beads on a base of 17 
crochet chain stitches.

1a 1b

1c

1d 1e



Step 2

The second row and all subse-
quent rows are worked in the 
same way – taking your hook into 
the stitch (stitching under the 
bead of the previous row – Photo 
2), slip down one bead and make 
a single crochet stitch (Photo 2a 
– 2d). Work your way around this 
row in the same manner (Photo 
2e) and then repeat, following 
the graph patterns, until you have 
beaded the crochet rope as long as 
desired.

2 2a

2b

2c 2d



Step 3 - Finishing  your bracelet

Push your crocheted ends into your bracelet ends (Pho-
to 3). Thread the silicone tube through your beaded 
crochet rope (Photo 3a). Bring the ends of your bangle 
together and use your needle and beading thread to 
stitch the ends together (Photo 3b). 

2e 3

3a

3b

Click to visit Aleksandra online at 
www.facebook.com/aleksandra.lysenko.12
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25 Spring-inspired 
basic beading projects

to make!

Materials
1 antique brass swirl
1 blue butterfly square 
38 cobalt blue bugle beads 
1 jump ring
1 lobster clasp
38 eye pins

Tools - all projects
Flat-nose pliers 
Round-nose pliers
Wire cutters
E6000 glue

Bugle
Butterfly
Necklace



Materials
4 silver thong ends 
2 jump rings
1 lobster clasp
3 silver butterfly connectors 
1 blue vertical-holed teardrop 
12 aqua bugle beads
11 Size 1/0 aqua lustre seed beads
1 silver head pin with ball end 
24 eye pins
2 19cm lengths of blue suede

To make

Take one eye pin and thread on the tear-
drop (large end first). Trim head pin wire 
to 1cm from the teardrop and then make a 
loop.
Thread each of the remaining beads indi-
vidually onto an eye pin. Trim each eye pin 
wire to 1cm from each bead and then make 
a loop on each. 
Create the following bead strands, using the 
eye pin loops to link:

(A) two aqua lustre seed beads – make 
two

(B) one bugle bead, one seed bead, one 
bugle bead – make two

(C) two bugle beads, one seed bead, one 
bugle bead – make two

Attach a thong end onto each end of each 
suede length – using your pliers to close 
each thong end over the ends. Open one 
end loop of one bugle beaded eye pin and 
thread on to one thong end. Close the loop. 
Onto the opposite end loop, thread on one 
end loop of one (B) strand and one (A) 
strand. Next, attach the opposite end loop 
of the same (A) strand onto a side loop of 
one butterfly connector. Attach opposite 
loop of (B) strand onto the bottom of same 
connector.

To make

Glue the butterfly square tile onto the centre front of the antique brass swirl and leave to dry.
Thread each bugle bead individually onto and eye pin. Trim each eye pin to 1cm from each 
bead and then make a loop on each. Link together two separate strands of 19 beaded eye pins, 
using the loops you have created.
Attach one end eye pin link loop of each strand onto the top loop of the antique brass swirl.
Open the opposite end eye pink link loop of one strand and thread on the loop of the clasp. 
Close the loop. Attach the jump ring to the end of the other strand – the jump ring will act as 
the other half of your clasp.

Sueded Blue Butterfly
Necklace



Take three single seed bead eye pin links and use two to connect this first butterfly con-
nector to the second and third – attaching between the side loops of the connectors. At-
tach the third single beaded eye pin to the bottom loop of the centre butterfly connector. 
Attach the loop of the teardrop dangle to the remaining loop of this single beaded eye pin.
Moving back to the first butterfly connector, attach one end loop (the end with the two 
bugle beads) of one (C) strand to the bottom loop of the first butterfly. Attach the opposite 
end loop of this strand to the single bead link attached to the bottom loop of the central or 
second butterfly. 
Attach another (C) strand at this junction – using the single bugle bead end of the second 
(C) strand – and linking the opposite end to the bottom loop of the third butterfly con-
nector. 
Use the last (B) strand to link from the bottom loop of the third connector. Add the last 
(A) strand to the side loop of the third butterfly. Link both opposite end loops of these 
two strands to a single bugle beaded eye pin. Then attach the remaining loop of this single 
bugle beaded eye pin to a second suede/thong end.
Use a jump ring to attach the clasp to the opposite end of one suede length. Attach the re-
maining jump ring to the opposite end of the other suede length – this jump ring will act 
as the other half of your clasp.

Materials
7 4mm topaz rounds 
4 6mm burgundy pearls
1 jump ring
1 silver bird connector 
1 silver S-hook clasp 

To make

Thread each pearl individually onto 
an eye pin. Trim each eye pin to 1cm 
from each pearl and then make a 
loop on each.
Link together the following sequence, 
using the loops you have just made: 
one burgundy pearl, four topaz 
rounds, one burgundy pearl – make 
two.
Attach one pearl end loop of one 
strand to the S-hook clasp. Attach the 
opposite end of the same strand to 
one end of the bird connector.
Attach one end of the second strand 
to the opposite end of the bird con-
nector. Attach a jump ring to the 
opposite end of this strand – this 
jump ring will act as the other half of 
the clasp.

CLICK TO
BUY
KITS

Nesting Birds Bracelet



Materials
9 10mm antique brass flower bases
1 antique brass flower lobster clasp
3 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
3 4mm sapphire blue bicones
1 antique brass jump ring
16 6mm assorted sapphire rounds
16 antique brass eye pins

To make

Take one head pin and thread on one 4mm 
blue bicone and then thread down through 
the front side of three flower bases. Make a 
wire-wrapped loop at the back of the flow-
er bases, making sure the bicone and flow-
er bases are sitting snugly together. Gently 
bend the petals of the v two flower bases 
upward to give your flower a three-dimen-
sional look.
Thread each 6mm sapphire round indi-
vidually onto an eye pin. Trim each eye 
pin loop to 1cm from each bead and then 
make a loop on each.
Link together six beaded eye pins – make 
two of these strands.
Attach one end eye pin loop of one strand 
onto a wire-wrapped loop at the back of 
one layered flower base component. Repeat 
with the other bead strand – linking one 
end to another flower component.
Link the remaining beaded eye pins in 
pairs. Use one pair to link the first layered 
flower to the remaining layered flower. 
Then use the remaining beaded eye pin 
pair to link the second layered flower to 
the third.
Open one end eye pin link of your bracelet 
and thread on the loop of the clasp. Close 
the eye pin loop. At the opposite end of 
your bracelet, attach the jump ring – this 
will act as the other half of your clasp.

To make

Take one head pin and 
thread on one 6mm 
topaz round. Trim the 
head pin to 1cm from 
the topaz round and 
make a loop. Before 
completely closing 
this loop, thread on 
the bottom loop of 
one leaf connector.
Take one eye pin and 
thread on one dark 
topaz round. 

Layered 
Blooms 
Bracelet

Topaz Leaf Drops
Materials
2 6mm topaz rounds
2 6mm dark topaz 
rounds
2 antique brass eye pins 
2 head pins ball ends
1 pair antique brass 
earring wires 
2 antique brass leaf 
connectors

Trim the eye pin 
wire to 1cm from 
the bead and then 
make a loop – 
before closing this 
loop, thread on 
the loop of one 
earring wire.
Repeat to make 
the other earring.



Materials
8 10mm blue/green crackle glass rounds
16 10mm antique brass filigree bead caps 
16 4mm blue rondelles
8 antique brass eye pins 
1 antique brass lobster clasp 
1 antique brass jump ring
1 filigree butterfly charm
2 18cm antique brass cable chain 

To make

Thread one blue rondelle, one crackle bead, another blue 
rondelle onto each eye pin. Trim each eye pin to 1cm from 
each bead trio and then make a loop.
Link together two strands of four beaded eye pins. Attach 
one eye pin loop end to one butterfly wing - repeat with the 
other, attaching to the opposite wing.
Attach one chain length to each opposite end eye pin loop. 
Open one end link of chain and thread on the loop of the 
lobster clasp. Close this link. Attach a jump ring to the oppo-
site end of chain - this will act as the other half of your clasp.

Crackle Beaded 
Butterfly

Materials
1 25mm wooden butterfly 
tile
1 25mm silver-plated 
square-plate ring base

To make

Simply glue the wooden 
butterfly onto the ring 
base square-plate and 
leave to dry.

Butterfly 
Squared



Materials
1 antique brass rose pendant
14cm 2mm-wide antique brass cable chain
10 10mm red lucite flowers 
10 2mm red glass pearls
20 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
30cm red ball chain 
20cm gold-plated 22-gauge wire
1 jump ring

To make

Thread each bead (flowers and pearls) individually onto eye 
pins. Trim each eye pin to 1cm from each bead and make a 
loop.
Open the jump ring and thread on the loop of the rose 
pendant and thread on to the centre link of the 14cm cable 
chain. Close the jump ring. Attach the beaded flower eye 
pins evenly to the chain at each side of the pendant. Cut 
the 22-gauge wire in half. Take one 10cm length and wrap 
one end around one end of the red ball chain. Make a wire-
wrapped loop, threading on one end link of the cable chain 
before completing this loop. Repeat for the opposite end of 
the chain, using the remaining 10cm length of wire.

Brass & Lucite 
Necklace

Materials
8x crimps 2mm silver plated
1x flower 2 strand antique silver
2 grams Size  8/0 silver-lined brown seed beads
2 grams Size 11/0 silver-lined black diamond seed beads
1.2m silver-plated tiger tail
2 jump rings
4 silver-plated 4mm charlotte ends
1 silver clasp set

To make

Cut the tiger tail into four 30cm lengths. Thread each 
through a loop of the connector and fold in half. Thread both 
ends through one crimp and squeeze the crimp closed at the 
connector. Onto each strand pair, thread one strand with 26 
Size 8/0 beads and the other with 34 Size 11/0 beads. Thread 
both ends through a charlotte end and crimp, squeezing the 
crimp closed into the charlotte end. Repeat for each pair of 
strands. Trim the excess tiger tail from each pair. Use jump 
rings to attach your beaded strands to your clasp pieces.

Antique
Stranded
Bracelet



Materials
10 green clay cane butterflies 
20 2mm green rhinestone point backs 
1 silver-plated ring base 
1 25mm silver-plated base 

To make

Take the 25mm base and glue each of the green clay cane 
butterflies onto the base - using the project photo as a 
guide. Leave to dry. Next, glue the rhinestones  into any 
gaps left on the base between and around the cane butter-
flies. Leave to dry.
Apply glue to the back of the base and then place into the 
ring base and allow to dry.

Materials
1 25mm blue resin flower 
1 antique brass filigree flower
1 antique brass ring base

To make

Simply apply glue to the back of the blue resin flower 
and carefully place into the centre of the filigree flower 
- with the right side of the filigree facing you. Leave to 
dry. Once dry, glue the back of the filigree onto the ring 
base and allow to dry.

Materials
1 antique brass flower filigree base
125mm green butterfly cabochon 
1 antique brass ring base

To make

Apply glue to the back of the butterfly cabochon - being 
careful not to apply to much as it will ooze out to the 
edges of your cabochon and spoil the clean edge of your 
design - and place onto the centre of the antique brass 
flower filigree base. Leave to dry. Once dry, glue the 
back of the filigree onto the ring base and allow to dry.

Clay Canes Ring

Filigree Ring

Butterfly Ring

CLICK TO
BUY
KITS



Materials
2 antique brass flower charms
1 pair antique brass earring wires
2 4mm clear rhinestones
30 2mm red point back rhinestones

To make

Glue one 4mm clear rhinestone into the centre of each 
brass flower charm. Then carefully glue 15 red point back 
rhinestones around each clear rhinestone. Leave to dry.
Open one earring wire loop and thread on to one edge hole 
of one flower charm. Close the loop. Repeat to finish the 
other earring.

Materials
1 antique brass flower/rhinestone charm
1 antique brass solid butterfly charm 
1 fuchsia filigree wooden leaf 
2 10mm antique brass bead ends 
2 antique brass eye pins 
1 antique brass lobster clasp 
2 antique brass jump rings 
3 20cm lengths of fuchsia pink suede

To make

Thread one eye pin through each bead end 
(from the closed end) and make a loop inside 
each end. Apply glue into one bead end and 
thread one end of each suede length into the 
glued end, pressing them in firmly. Leave to 
dry. Once dry, braid the lengths of suede, be-
fore glueing the ends into the remaining bead 
end. Leave to dry.
Open one jump ring and thread on the three 
charms, before threading onto the middle 
point of your braided suede. Close the jump 
ring. Open one end eye pin loop and thread 
on the lobster clasp. Close this loop. Attach the 
remaining jump ring to the opposite end eye 
pin loop - this jump ring will act as the other 
half of your clasp. 

Suede Charm 
Bracelet

Red Sun Earrings

CLICK TO
BUY
KITS



Materials
2 silver-plated dragonfly frame charms 
2 6mm silver/clear fire-polished cathedral beads
2 silver-plated eye pins 
1 pair earring wires

To make

Take one eye pin and thread on cathedral bead and one dragonfly charm. 
Trim eye pin wire to 1cm from the beads and then make a loop, threading this 
loop onto the loop of one earring wire. Repeat to make the other earring.

Materials
4 silver daisy spacers 
1 silver filigree round 
1 6x4mm Rosaline pink pillow
1 pair silver earring wires
4 eye pins
2 silver vine charms

To make

Take one eye pin and thread on one daisy spacer, one pink pillow and another 
daisy spacer. Trim the eye pin to 1cm from the pillow/spacers and then make 
a loop. Before completely closing this loop, thread on the loop of one earring 
wire. Open the opposite end eye pin loop and thread on the loop of one silver 
vine charm. Close the loop.
Repeat to make the other earring.

Postcard Earrings

Rosaline Blooms

Dragonfly Drops

Materials
2 4mm silver daisy spacers 
2 6mm green cupped flowers 
2 silver head pins with ball ends
4 eye pins
8 6mm flower bead caps
4 8mm green glass swirl rondelles
1 pair silver earring wires
2 “I love you” postcard charms
To make

Take one eye pin and thread on one bead cap, one green glass swirl rondelle, 
one bead cap. Trim the eye pin wire to 1cm from the bead/caps and then 
make a loop. Make two and link them together (using the loops you’ve made)



Materials
1 silver-plated blue teardrop 
pendant 
6 6mm blue rounds 
24 10mm silver-lined clear 
bugle beads 
2 17cm chain lengths 
1 silver-plated jump ring 
1 silver-plated “S” hook clasp 
30 silver-plated eye pins

To make

Thread each bead individually 
onto an eye pin. Trim each 
eye pin to 1cm from each 
bead and then make a loop.
Take one beaded blue round/
eye pin and attach one loop to 
one top/side of the teardrop 
pendant - using the project 
photo as a loop placement 
guide. Working out from 
this eye pin, link together the 
following sequence of bead-
ed eye pins: two sets of three 
bugle beads, attach both bugle 
bead end trios to one blue 
round, two more sets of three 
bugle beads, one blue round, 
one chain length.
Repeat to create the other half 
of your necklace strand. Then 
attach one end of one length 
of chain to the “S” hook clasp. 
Attach a jump ring to the oth-
er chain length - this will act 
as the other half of your clasp.

Take one head pin and thread on one daisy spacer and one cupped flower (petal end first). 
Trim the head pin wire to 1cm from the cupped flower and then make a loop – before com-
pletely closing this loop, thread on one end loop of your beaded eye pin pairing and one post-
card charm, ensuring the flower dangle sits at the front side of the postcard charm.
Open the loop of one earring wire and thread onto the opposite end eye pin loop. Close the 
loop. Repeat to make the other earring.

Royal Blues
Necklace

CLICK TO
BUY
KITS



Materials
2 10mm sea sediment squares
2 silver-plated eye pins 
2 antique silver hummingbird charms
1 pair silver-plated earring wires

To make

Thread each sediment square onto an eye pin. 
Trim each eye pin to 1cm from each square and 
then make a loop. Attach one loop of each bead-
ed eye pin to the top loop of each hummingbird 
charm. Attach an earring wire to the opposite loop 
of each beaded eye pin.

Materials
6 blue leaves (various shades)
6 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
2 gold-plated filigree rounds 
1 pair antique brass earring wires 

To make

Thread each leaf onto a head pin. Bend each 
head pin at a right angle up toward the hole-
end of the leaf and then trim to 1cm from this 
bend. Make a loop on each.
Before completely closing each loop, thread on 
to the edge holes of the filigree rounds - three 
leaves on each filigree, making sure your shades 
are even between earrings. Attach an earring 
wire to the opposite point of each filigree round 
to complete your earrings.

Milky Leaf 
Drops

Pretty Sea 
Sediment
Drops



Materials
3 silver-plated round bead frames 
3 10mm white diamond shell beads
4 6mm clear fire-polished cathedral beads
6 10mm silver-lined clear bugle beads 
12 2mm silver-plated rounds 
2 silver-plated charlotte ends 
1 silver-plated lobster clasp 
1 silver-plated jump ring
30cm silver-plated tiger tail 
2 silver-plated crimps 

To make

Take the tiger tail and thread one charlotte end and one 
crimp onto one end. Close the crimp at the very end of the 
tiger tail and then close the charlotte end over it. Thread on 
one bugle bead, one 2mm round, repeat from * twice, **one 
cathedral bead, one 2mm bead, one frame - take tiger tail 
through one shell bead before exiting the second hole of 
the frame bead - one 2mm round, repeat from ** twice, one 
cathedral bead, one 2mm round, one bugle bead, one 2mm 
round, one bugle bead, one 2mm round, one bugle bead. 
Thread on one charlotte end and one crimp, squeezing the 
crimp closed inside the charlotte end. Trim the excess tiger 
tail. Open one charlotte end loop and thread on the lobster 
clasp loop. Close the charlotte end loop. Attach a jump ring 
to the opposite end charlotte end loop - the jump ring will 
act as the other half of your clasp.

Framed Bracelet

Materials
2 gold-plated eye pins 
2 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
2 8mm pink lustre crystal donuts 
2 pink sugar pearls
2 gold heart frame beads
1 pair gold-plated earring wires 

To make

Take one head pin and thread on one 8mm donut. Trim 
the head pin wire to 1cm from the donut and make a loop - 
before closing this loop, thread on the loop of one eye pin. 
Then thread the eye pin up through the bottom hole of one 
heart frame - threading on one sugar pearl before taking the 
eye pin wire out through the top hole of the frame. Make 
a loop - before closing this loop, thread on the loop of one 
earring wire. Repeat to make the other earring.

Golden Hearts



Materials
16 4mm green rounds 
1 gold bail 
1 gold heart toggle
1 lobster clasp
2 large gold jump rings
6 10mm olive lucite flowers 
6 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
17 eye pins

To make

Thread each 10mm olive Lucite flower onto an eye pin. 
Trim each eye pin wire to 1cm from each flower bead and 
then make a loop on each.
Open one jump ring and thread on the beaded head pin 
loop, before threading on to the heart toggle. Close the 
jump ring.
Thread each of the remaining beads individually onto an 
eye pin. Trim each eye pin to 1cm from each bead and 
then make a loop on each. Link together eight beaded eye 
pink links – make two of these strands. Take the remain-
ing eye pin and thread on the gold bail. Trim the eye pin 
to 1cm from the bail and make a loop. Thread one end 
loop of one beaded strand onto one loop of the eye pin 
holding the bail. Attach the second strand to the remain-
ing loop of the bail/eye pin.
Open a jump ring and attach the central loop of the bail 
to the gold heart toggle. Close the jump ring. Attach a 
jump ring to one end of one beaded strand – this will act 
as one half of your clasp. Open the end loop of the other 
strand to attach the lobster clasp. Close the loop.

Heart of Leaves 
Bracelet

Materials
2 antique brass etched teardrop charms
1 pair gold-plated earring wires
2 antique brass eye pins 
8 8mm green filigree rounds
6 4mm antique brass filigree rounds 
6 4mm green glass rondelles
20 gold-plated head pins with ball ends
2 4cm antique brass cable chain lengths

To make

Thread each bead individually onto head pins. Trim each head pin to 
1cm from each bead and make a loop. Attach your beads - alternating 
filigree and rondelles - evenly along each chain. Attach one eye pin 
loop to one earring wire. Trim the eye pin to 1cm and make a loop, 
threading on one brass charm and one chain length. Close the jump 
ring. Repeat to make the other earring.

Filigree Brass Drops



Materials
1 antique brass butterfly rhine-
stone pendant
10 6x4mm Rosaline pink hexagon 
glass tubes
6 8mm pink sugar pearls 
16 antique brass eye pins
48cm pink suede lengths
1antique brass jump ring
four antique brass cap ends
1 antique brass lobster clasp

To make

Thread each bead (sugar pearls 
and glass tubes) individually onto 
an eye pin. Trim each to 1cm 
from each bead and then make a 
loop.
Link together in the following 
sequence: one tube, one pearl, 
two tubes, one pearl, two tubes, 
one pearl. Make a second separate 
strand of this sequence.
*Attach one tube-end eye pin 
loop of one sequence onto the top 
of one wing of the butterfly pen-
dant. 
Cut the pink suede into four 
12cm lengths. Apply some glue 
into one cap end and then take 
two lengths together and thread 
one end of each into the cap end. 
Leave to dry. Attach another cap 
end to the opposite ends of these 
suede lengths in the same man-
ner. Leave to dry.
Open the opposite end eye pin 
loop of the same beaded sequence 
and thread on to the loop of the 
bead cap. Open a jump ring and 
thread on to the opposite end 
bead cap, along with the loop of 
the parrot clasp. Close this jump 
ring
Repeat from * to complete the 
other half of your necklace – the 
jump ring will act as the other 
half of your clasp.

Suede Butterfly Necklace

CLICK TO
BUY
KITS





Framed Ring Tray
Materials

16x4 ornate metal photo frame 
1 foam ring holder or black foam (cut slits to 

hold rings)
1m black braid

1 silver corner metal stamping
1 Trinity Brass flower

1 Swarovski crystal flatback 
Pieces of cardboard or corflute

 
Tools

Scissors
Glue gun

E6000 glue
Thread burner

Rub’n’buff silver cloth

Need a beautiful tray to house 
your ring designs? Make this cute 

new framed tray, designed by 
Anita Baills of 

Flights of Fancy Design at 
www.flights-of-fancy.com.au

To make

Open the back of the photo frame and remove the glass 
and any backing paper or cardboard. 
Cut some strips of cardboard or corflute to add bulk to the 
edges of the frame backing and then use your glue gun to 
stick them down.



Cut your ring holder or foam piece 
to fit the size of the frame window. 
If you do not have a ring tray insert 
you can get some thick black foam 
and cut a 2cm wide slit for each 
ring. Add 0.5cm cuts at each end 
of your 2cm slits, creating an “H” 
shape – these smaller cuts will help 
when inserting and removing rings 
from the slits.
Using your glue gun, glue the foam 
to the frame backing, making sure 
that it lines up with the frame win-
dow. Re-attach the frame to the 
backing. 
Using the thread burner, sear one 
end of your braid length. Starting at 
this seared end of braid and work-
ing from one corner of the padded 
section against the inner edge of 
your frame, glue the braid around 
the padded section. Trim any excess 
and sear the braid end before glue-
ing it down.
Take a small amount of Rub ‘n’ Buff 
on a soft cloth and gently highlight 
the detail of the frame with it. 
If your ring frame corners are flared, 
gently shape the corner stamping 
to the shape of the frame and then 
glue it in place into one corner. Glue 
the Swarovski flatback crystal to the 
centre of the Trinity Brass flower 
and then glue the flower onto the 
centre of your corner embellish-
ment.
Once dry, simply fill your new tray 
with your favourite rings!

www.flights-of-fancy.com.au

Easy resin-framed ring!
To make

Apply glue to the back of the cabo-
chon and then place into the centre of 
the resin frame setting. Leave to dry. 
Once dry, carefully turn the frame 
over and use glue to attach the ring 
band to the centre of the frame back. 
Leave to dry.

Materials
1 25x18mm cats eye 
cabochon
1 resin frame setting
1 adjustable ring band
 
Tools
E6000 glue



Show 
it

off!

SIMPLY email us a photo/s 

of your creation/s to 

info@digitalbeading.com.

au or post your photo 

on our Facebook page at 

http://facebook.com/digi-

talbeading...we’d love to see 

what you’re creating!

Kelly, E
ditor,

Digital
 Beading 

Magazin
e xxx

SHOW US what 
you’ve been making...

this section is 
dedicated to your 
creative greatness!

 The wonderfully 
talented Annette de 

Goeij created this 
beautiful cuff - 

we love it!

Beader Jilll Wiseman 
created this brass wire 

and apple green beaded 
design - lovely!



We loved Carol Ashworth’s “Bleeding 
Heart Flower” loomed bead cuff (above) - 

Carol is the lucky winner of a copy of 
Sharilyn Miller’s “Wire Art Jewelry 

Workshop” book - 160 pages of beautiful 
wirework projects to make PLUS an 

instructional DVD!

WINNER!

Reader beader Cathy Gray’s wire spiral earrings design.



Jane Gregorio is getting in the mood for the Summer months with this wired shell bracelet.

WIN! WIN! WIN!
Send us photos of your beaded 
creations and you could win a 
copy of this fabulous book by 

Laura McCabe!

Email your photos to 
info@digitalbeading.com.au



See you 
next 
time... IN ISSUE 7

IT’S OUR 1ST 
BIRTHDAY!

Make designer 
Edgar Lopez’s 

beautiful 
beaded hoop 

earrings (left). 

Chic Christmas 
themed jewellery  - 

yes, it’s possible!

Lots of summer
time designs to 

make!

 Don’t miss it...
ON-SALE IN
 DECEMBER



Contact Us
website: www.digitalbeading.com.au

email: info@digitalbeading.com.au

Like us on Facebook 
http://www.facebook/digitalbeading

Follow us on Twitter and 
Pinterest... we’d love to 

hear from
you!
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